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INTRODUCTION.

The study of the optical activity of electro¬

lytes is one which Is beset by considerable

difficulties. Although considerable advances

have been made In reoent years, our knowledge of

the nature of solutions of electrolytes la still

Incomplete; whilst Investigation of the factors

governing optical aotivity has served to emphasis©

their oo.pl.. nature. Thue two extensive field*,

each with individual problems are combined In the

consideration of the optical activity of electrolytes.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find that much

discussion and diversity of opinion have centred

round the problem. That a solution to some of

the individual problems of both fields may bo found

in an investigation of the rotntoiy power of

electrolytic solutions Beems possible, and this

provides an incentive to extend the available data

on the subject. This thesis details an attempt

to do so.

Advanoee made In the study of solutions of

electrolytes have been briefly traced, with special

reference to the more reoent contributions, and to

work on the solvation of ions In solution. Such a

review/
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revise is necessary in order to follow end appreciate

the work which has been done on the optical activity

of electrolytes.

A resume of the researches in this field eince

the work of Biot has been undertaken, in order to

correlate the available date. The conflicting

nature of come of the evidence has necessitated a

fairly exhaustive treatment, but every effort has

been nude to exclude unnecessary detail.
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i:')I)UTIO::'v OF 5LBCTRO LYTKS.

Investigation of the nature of solutions, and

especially of solutions of eleotrolytea, whioh

flourished towards the close of last eentyary,

culminated in the theory of electrolytic dissociation,

advanced In 188? by Arrheniua. Many workers, among

them 3aoult, Grot thins, Clausiuo, Haimholtii,

Kohlrausoh, Hittorf and van't Hoff, had made their

individual oontributions towards solving the

problem, but to Arrhenius must go the credit for

first providing the concept on which our under¬

standing - incomplete as it Is - of the nature of

solutions of electrolytes is based.

Aocording to the hypothesis of Arrhenius, Bubstsncee

which give solutions whioh conduct electricity are

split up into charged particles or ions; those

yielding solutions whioh conduct freely are almost

entirely split up into their constituent ions,

while those yielding solutions of feeble conductivity

are dissociated only to a small degree. The ions,

which alone are x'espoas ib ie for the conduction of

electriolty, and the undisBociated molecule. are

regarded as being in a state of chemical equilibrium,

and as obeying the Law of Mass Action formulated

by Guldber ' and Waage. In 1838, Ostwald, by
i

application of the Law of Mass Action to the case of

solutions/
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aolutions of electrolytes derived an expression

known as the Ostwald Equation or Dilution Daw,

whereby the dissociation constant of an electrolyte

may be determined. In the development of this

equation, Ostwald assumed that the degree of

dissociation was equal to the conduotanoe ratio

I.e. to the ratio of the conductance at a given

concentration to the value at infinite dilution, and

found thai weak electrolytes satisfied the require¬

ments of this law. The Oetwald Dilution law failed,

however, to represent the behaviour of strong

electrolytes, To account for this anomaly many

hypotheses have been advanced. Empirical relations

connecting the degree of ioniaatlon and the dilution

were suggested, but proved to be of limited

appllootion.

At the present tine it is assumed that strong

electrolyte2 are almon*; completely ioniocd in

solution, and on this assumption the theoretical

treatment is based. This view, put forward by

various writers from 1D04 onwards, has proved to be

in accordance with the nature of crystalline

structure aa revealed by the X-ray examination of

crystals, whereby it hats been shown that not the

molecule, but the ion is the unit of structure in

the crystal lattice. The first quantitative

applicat ion/



application of the theory of complete dissociation

was made by Mtlner1(1912) but his work did not receive

the attention which its importance merited. In 1923

Debye and Htlckel? proceeding along somewhat similar

lines to ?4ilner, derived an expression to describe

the behaviour of strong electrolytes. The development

of the theory involves a recognition of inter-ionic

attraction. owing to electrical attractions every

ion in solution is regarded as surrounded by an

atmosphere in which oppositely charged iona are present
9

in excess. Such an environment will affect the Bpeed

of the Ion, which, on the older theory, had been

assumed to remain constant at all concentrations. The

velocities .rill be dependent on the proximity of the

ions to on® another and consequently on their

concentration. The decrease in equivalent oonduotivitj

with increase In concentration which is observed in the

case of strong electrolytes is thus attributed to the

decrease in ionlo mobility rather than any marked

variation in the degree of ioniaatlon. "The theory

therefore, assumes complete ionisation and attributes

deviations from ideal behaviour to the inter-ionic

attractions." (Glaaatone).

Modifications of this theory have been suggested

by several workers, perhaps the most notable being the

suggestion of Onoager3(1926) that account must bo taken

of the natural Brownlan movement of the ion. Better

agreement/



agreement with experimental results is obtained when

the equation is modified with regard to this factor.

In recent years a large number of oanduotauo©

measurementa has demonstrated the value of the Debye-

Hilbkel-Onsagor theory for dilute solutions, and it

may be regarded at preeent as showing most .adequately

the relationship of conductance to concentration*

Experimental evidence, however, offers a challenge

to the postulate of complete ionieation, Onsager

oonalders that deviations from the Debyo-Huckel

equation are due to the presenoe of mensurable concen¬

trations of undissoolated molecules. Prora u

consideration of the dimensions of ionic radii B^errum4
has come to the conclusion that certain electrolytes

cannot be completely dissociated• He considers that

in order that ions may be regarded as completely

dissociated from one another the sum of their ionio

radii must nst exceed & certain critical value. When

the sura of the ionio radii la leas than this minlraura I

value, ions which approach one another more closely

than this distance are regarded sa "ion pairs" and

are considered undiasooiatod.

An Important extension of thia conception Is

provided by Puoss and Kraua (1933set oeq.) who

consider the possibility of the formation of triple

ions of the types AgB and ABg with tin eleotrolyte AB*
The /
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The existence of such ions would explain the minimum

which occurs in conductivity-concentration curves of

electrolytes in solvents of low dielectric constant.

Mart iff found deviations from the Debye-Huokel

theory in the case of a few uni-univalent salts in

very dilute benaonitrile solutions,. Ha aside exceed-

:iagly accurate conductivity measurements at

! concentrations varying between U/500 and J4/SO.OOO,
and regards the deviatlone observed as duo to the

preaenco of undissooiated molecules. Ha uoneldera

that a ohemioal equilibrium mat ba assumed to exist

between the ions and the undiuuoeioted molecules which

la governed by the lavs of anas notion. The decrease

in conductivity of a solution is therefor© due to two

factors: the decrease in the mobility of the ions

and the increase in the concentration of undie&ociated

molecules.

By an investigation of the refractonetrio

properties of lona, Fajana7has produced evidence for

undiaaociated molecules and complex ions in solutions

of electrolytes. regards the changes occurring

with increase in concentration in molecular refractivlty

of solutions of electrolytes "as due to the polarisation,

or to a deformation of the electron shells of the ions

under the influence of the electric fields of neigh¬

bouring lona." These ure analogous to the ehagges

which /



which, according to FaJ&na and Joos, aooorapimy the

union of the ions in question into molecules or

crystals. The oharaoter and magnitude of these

changes therefore, have led fajans to conclude that

"in solution they must be caused by euoh oppositely

ions ae are separated from one another by approximately

the same distance as In the crystal i.e. by such ions

as arc in direct contact with eaoh other, with no

water molecules between them.''

The problem presented by the anomaly of strong

electrolytes has been viewed by Debye and HuoJcel from

a physical viewpoint, and as a consequence the theory

which they have advanced is purely physloal in its

conception. Invaluable as It is in explaining and

predicting the behaviour of an ideal electrolyte, it

Is far from giving a complete picture of electrolytes

in solution even at high dilutiqns since It leaves

out of acoount the chemical nature both of the ions

and the solvent molecules. In recent years the

influence of the solvent on the properties of an

electrolyte has come more and more into prominence.

Such is the importance of this faotor that a brief

account will be given of the advances which have
*

revealed its influence.

A aultoble starting point is the woric of Kendall®
Kendall has advanced evidanoa in support of the view

that /
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fchat compound formation between solvent and solute

is a preliminary to ionization, and outlined an

ionization mechanism built up on this conception.

For example, in the case of the system, water-hydrogen

chloride, it is assumed that ooraplex molecules of the

general type (HCDxfHgOJy are first formed in the

solution, and that these break up to give radicals of

opposite charge.

While no claim is made "to oonsider all solutions

complete combinations, yet the evidence at hand does

warrant the conclusion that some compound formation

between solvent and solute oocurfi in all conducting

solutions.'' On the available evidence, Kendall urges

that the absolute equality of the two components of a

conducting solution should be accepted, and the presence

recognized of complex ions (whatever their actual

formulae may be), owing their existence directly to

"solvent" as well as "solute". "he findings of

subsequent workers emphasize the value of this

suggestion.

Within recent years, Investigation of the nature

J of non-aqueous solutions of electrolytes has been
9

I carried out, and a comparison of the behaviour of

uni-univalent salts in water and non-aqueous solutions

|indicates dearly the influence of the solvent on the

properties /
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propertlaa of a dissolved electrolyte. Upon the

basis of this oompariaon Ulioh°haB indicated that

solvents fall into two classes, hydroxylio and non-

bydroxyllc. It nay be pointed out that In water al^.
salts

unl-unifalentftare strong electrolytes, but that in

non-aqueous solutions individual differences begin

to appear "as the lnterionio foroea increase and the

varying tendencies to association are brought to

light", Hydroxylie solvents, to which class belong

water, methyl aloohol and ethyl alcohol, favour

complete ionisation and suppress the individual

tendenolea of the electrolytes. On this account

Ulioh has denoted them as "nivelllerend" or levelling

solvents. Mon-hydroxylio solvents, such as nitro-

raethane, nitrobenzene, acetonitrlle and acetone, on

the other hand, do not favour complete ionisation

and tend to accentuate individual differences.

These Ulioh terras "difforensierend" or differentiating

solvents. That it is not the result of larger

inter-ionic forces la shown by the fact that nitro¬

benzene, nitroraethane and acetonitrile have larger

dielectric constants than methyl alcohol. For

example, lithium and sodium thlocyanates are strong

electrolytes in methyl alcohol (B.C.30) but weak

eleotrolytea in aoetonitrlle (B.C.36).

Further/
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Further differences between the two classes

exist. In the alcohols the tendency to association

of the salts of the alto 11 metals of the same anion

Increases in the order Li<Na<K while in the non-

hydroxylio solvents the order of Inorease is

K<"Ha<Li . In alcohols the tetra-substituted

ammonium salts show the maximum deviation from the

theoretical expectations, while in non-hydroxylio

solvents they give results which agree most closely

with theoiy.

The reason suggested for the different behaviour

of electrolytes in the two classes is the difference

in the nature of the solvation of the ions*1 Clear

eridenoe exists to show that ions in solution are

solvated or that they have » number of solvent

molecules attached to them either by co-ordinate

linkages or as & result of the dipole character of
12

the solvent (R. Frlcke), and it is believed that

such solvent atmospheres powerfully affect the

behaviour of the ions. Attempts to investigate

this matter quantitatively have been made using

aqueous solutions, in order to arrive at an estimate

of the number of water molecules attached to any
13 14 21

particular ion. H. Rensy, 0. Bavorovsky, TJllch,
15 iS

Washburn, M. Taylor and 3.W. Bawyer have, by varying

methods, obtained results whioh, although the actual

hydration/
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■

hydration numbers vary considerably, show that the

degree of solvation increases with decrease in ionic

radii (e.g. in the alkali metal series l.i>»Ha>iC>Rb>^

Oa ), and increase in valency, and is Independent of

the concentration 17 Some workers, on the other

hand consider that the degree of solvation may decrease
18

with increase in concentration. Bernal and Fowler,

however, have pointed out that attempts such as these

based on ionio mobilities assume the validity of

Stokee' law to extend rauoh further than oan be

Justified, and even then will give a measure of the

mass of water carried hydrodynaraioally through the

liquid by the ion. ThiB will be higher than the

amount associated with the ion at rest. They

suggest that the simplest and possibly the most

accurate method of estimating the real degree of

hydration is the measurement of densities of Ionic

solutions.

Mention has already been madeoOf BJerrura's

conclusions regarding the effeot of ionio siae on

the probability of the formation of lon»palre which

would contribute nothing to the conductivity of the

solution. In the llnfct of this, the importance of

the solvation of the ions becomes apparent, for

thereby the iona may be prevented from corning near

enough together to form ion-pairs.

The/



The mode of solvation has been considered by
19

Sidgwick from the ©lcotronio standpoint. He has

emphasiaod that hydroxy lie solvents may form co¬

ordinate linke with both anions and cations, since

co-ordination may be effooted cither by the oxygen

of the hydroxyl group acting as an electron donor,

or by the hydrogen acting as an electron acceptor.

The protective sheath formed in this way prevents

the ions from becoming associated sb ion-pairs in

the manner suggested above. Uon-hydroxyllc advents,

however, like nl trains than© and acetone, can only

forts co-ordinate links with oatione, leaving the

anions chemically unsolvatod, and hence encourage
Afr

association. Support for the view that the

protective action of hydroxylic solvent molecules plays

an Important part in the prevention of ionio

association !g found In the fact that in non-hydroxylic'" V' ■

solvente lithium salts arc weak electrolytes while

in hydroxylic solvents they ere loss associated than

the salts of the other alkali raetale. The effects

of small quantities of wuter on the conductivity of

solutions in nitromethane and other non-hydroxylio

solvents is also important, changes being produced
9

which are in accord with this view.

A review of the experimental evidence shows that

hydration/
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hydration may be regarded as oonaieting of two phase*.

The treatment of the subject by 8idgwia£9lndlot*tee
that in solution ions may be able to form, with some

at least of the associated water sheath, a group

of oo-ordinated water molecules which will be more

permanently attached to the ion than the remaining

water molecules. From the results of X-ray

diffraction experiments, Bernal and fowler'Consider
that there is Ma critical radius round the Ion

corresponding with the co-ordination sphere, within

which the solvent molecules ore no longer hold and

oriented by their mutual dipole attractions but are

united co-ordinatively with the ion. The number of

water moleoules which can be accommodated in this

j permanent fashion around the ion will depend on the
eterio conditions regulated by the else of the ion,

but it is assumed that the water molecules inside

the co-ordination sphere are in a permanent state of

attachment to the ion, whereas the dipole-aseoeiated

water molecules outside this sphere may be replaced

from the water structure itself at each stage of the

ion's progress through the liquid".

| The above survey of the part pi eyed by the I
solvent in electrolytic solutions is sufficient

j to indicate the potenoy of its influence, and to
show/
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show that tho choraienl nature of the solvent and the

affinities of the 1. ona ere often predominant factors.

By its dielectric constant the solvent determines

the magnitude of the interIonic forces; by its

power to solvate the ions it decisively affects

the extent to which ion-pairs or undlssociated

moleculeo are fornod.
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opg&tt ^Tivx-.Y ay
1

In 1490 Chriatinen Muygeaa published hie

"Treatise on ~,igH%n, perh«pe the earliest work of

Importance on the polarisation of light. In which

h© dwelt on the problem of polarisation by refrae-

511 on# tfor© then « century later, in 1609,

made known hi a dieoevory of oolwrl nation by reflee-

; t ion, and coined the ex.orek»ion "polarisation" to

describe the modi float ion in the sropertieu of li.Bit

which h® had observed. Three years inter, the

astronomer Arago, studied the effect of pesetng

polarised ii^ht through thin plntes of quarts cut

fr >m the crystal «t right undies to the main axle;

he did not, however, fully appreciate the nature of

the ohenoftenon• It was Jem Baptist® Blot who,

in 1613, ehowed thwt such pletes deviated tho plane

of polarisation of monochromatic il*ht through angles

which are proportional to the thickness of the plate,

lend ihreby established the phenomenon of rotatory

polarisation, i.e., the rotation of the plane of

polarisation by p> selng through e suitable medium.

Biot followed up hie initial obuerv-tione by

others of notable importance• Having recorded the

occurrence of optic I activity in crystalline

in*organic eubst* nces, he thon discovered that

certain n= tur*-i organic products! exhibited a eiraiior

behaviour /



behaviour; soma of the first ex> taples of such

substances were oil of turpentine, solutions of con©

sugar and tartaric acid in water, and alcoholic
22

solutions of camphor. Blot was now launched on an

extended investigation of the nature of optically

active substances and of the factors which controlled

and influenced their rotations. He defined the

23
specific rotatory power of a liquid or solution, end

showed that the specific rotations of substances in

solution frequently depended on the temperature and

concentration of the solutions. By an investigation

of the rotatory power of tartaric acid in various

solvents he showed that the nature of the solvent

24
was a further f»otor, Shortly before his death, in

1060, he issued a review of fill his work stressing

the factors influencing the rotations of substances
25

in solution.

The work of le Bel and Van't Hoff intensified

the interest in optic 1 rotatory power, and so in

1077, t,andolt2f>ublieh©d a survey of the whole field

in which he emphasised the importance of the work

done by Blot. He also stressed the necessity for

regard to the concentration of solutions examined,

and showed that through neglect of this precaution

much of the previous work was valueless. It is

worthy of note also, that the invention of the

Bunsen burner in 1866, providing a source of nearly

monochromatic light in the sodium flarae, served to

make /
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make the study of rotatory power leas laborious,

while the improvement of apparatus provided more

accurate data.

It is proponed to deal only with the work which

concerns electrolyte®, with special reforcnoe to the

two factors - concentration of salt and nature of

solvent.

The first investigation of importance into the

conditions influencing the optical aotlvity of

electrolytes was that of I»andol#7in 1873. It is true

that in his fifth memoir, Bio^smade a atu y of the

action of acids and alkalis on the rotatory power of

tartaric acid, and that Hoppe-Sayleri1863) made a

few measurementa of the rotations of the derivatives

of ohollc acid including the sodium and potassium

salts, but these investigations cannot be said to have

added much to our knowledge of the nature of optically

aotlve electrolytes. Landolt, however, made a fairly

complete study of tartaric sold, its salts and its

eaters. He found that all the normal salts had

approximately the same molecular rotation in Q.5QM

solution. The acid salts of the alkali metals and

ammonia also approximated to each other, but the value

differed from that of the normal salts.

Molecular notations of ""artrwteb In 0.50M.
solution / ' ' "' "" ' ' ™" ""
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Molecular Isolations of "Tartrates in Q,bW soln.

Salt M
Li. Li 50.OS0
NH4.f814 63.04°
Na.Na 69.85°
Z.£ 64.42°
NH4.8a 61.71°
Na.iC 62.34
Mg 61.68°

Li.H 42.79°
NH4.H 42.48°
Nb.H 41.19°
JC.H 42.53°

These results seemed to show? that the rotation wn«

independent of the metallic radical.

In en attempt to develop » quantitative method

of analysing mixtures of olnohona alkaloids,Oudemnns

«j/.° turned to optical activity, and examined various

salts of these alkaloids. This led him to undertake

a similar investigation of the alkaloid qulnarnine in 1079

when he found that in 1/2QM aoln. the specific

rotation of several a*.Its was approximately the si me.

Speclflo Rotations of uinamlne Salts in 1/20M soln.

Q, » .ulnars! ne

Hie result© bore a striding similarity to those

of L-.ndolt »*nd led Oudetaans to formulate the law for

dilute /

Salt. m
q.hol 114.4°
q.HHOs 116.5°
q.hcio 116.1°
q.ch3cooh 116.2°
q.hcooh 114.7°
q.HgSQi 116.4°
q.(0OOH)2 118.1°
q.h3pck 117.3°
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CoMC£NTRf\T(QM
i i "I I i ! ' I i
MOLECULAR ROTATIONS OF THE CAHPHORaTES

(Hartmarm).AQUEOUS SOLUTION.

FIGURE 1.

-----

Jo"
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dilute solutions; "The specific rotation of the

alkaloids is modified to the same extent by different

acids," The subsequent investigation of other

alkaloids served to confirm this law.

As yet the law was applied only to alkaloids, or

optically active bases, so Ouderaans next turned his

attention to the analogous case of the different

salts of the same optionlly active acid, anticipated

to some extent by Umdolt'e work on the tartrates.
3 2

A study of the salts of qulnlo end podoearplo adds

showed that, in dilute solutions, his generalisation
o o

was valid. Shortly afterwards in 1888, Hartraonn

published his work oh the oaraphorates which has also

been claimed to offer support for the Oudsraims law.
i

As will be seen from the accompanying graph, however,

the rotations at Infinite dilution must be regarded

as only approximately the same.

In an exhaustive Investigation of lactic acid and
34

its salts, Purdie and talker In 1898 showed that the
35

salts of this acfd obey the Qudoraens law. Purdle

also showed that certain substituted propionic acids

support the law. Up till 1894, only the salts of

weak acids h«d been examined, but in that year Kipping
36 ——

and Pope prepared the strong a-bromocamphor- II -

j ulphonlc acid and thus provided new possibilities for

investigation which they initiated by measuring the

rotations of the noid and Its salts. As an example

more recent support for this law the researches

of /
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FIC-URE 2.



of ])armoi©S7on the tartrates may be cited. Some of

the results of this author are given below In graph-

ileal form.

Although It Is proposed to review later In det-il

the leas favourable evidence, it must be stressed that

the hademans law holds only for dilute solutione, and

that even then in certain eases it proves to be only
... .

an approximation to the truth. This woe shown
S 8

particularly by the work of Schneider on the salts of

malic acid.

As has been pointed out, one of the outstanding

contributions to the study of solutions towards the

olose of last century was that of Arrhenius, who in

1887 imds Known his dissociation theory. Previous

to the appearance of this theory there was no adequate

basis on which to explain the variation in rotation of

optically active electrolytes and their salts with

ohange in concentration. In 1893, however, Hadrich

used the theory to explain the Oudera.«ns law. He

prepared the salts of a number of optically active strong
L '* ' I O I
bases, examined their rotetlons at different concen¬

trations, and found that hie results were in agree-

iment with the earlier work of V>ndolt and Ouderaans.
1

Heviewing the situation as it was then in the light of

his own work and that of others, he decided to extend

the Oudemnns lew, and state it In more general terms:

"The rotations of optically active electrolytes tend

to » definite value as the dilution is increased, end

thiB /
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thie value is Independent of the Inactive ion." This

lew he contended could he readily explained on the

dissociation theory of Arrhenlua.

According to Hadrloh an optically active

electrolyte In solution may he regarded as consisting

of anions, cations and undlesoolated molecules. The

undlseool^ted molecule is optically active as well as

one of the ions, say the anion, as in the oe«e of an

sold. In all probability the rotation of the anion

will be different from that of the undi&sooiated

molecule. In relatively concentrated solutions

therefore, the molecular rotation of the electrolyte

will depend on two faotors, the concentration of the

undlssooleted molecule and that of the anion. As

the concentration decreases the relative concentrations

of the Ions and the undlssoolated molecule will also

change, and henoe an alteration in rotation may be

expected. In dilute solutions where the lonlsctlon

may be regarded aa practically complete, the rotation

will depend entirely on the concentration of anion,

and will be unaffected by the Inactive ion.

This explanation was simple, yet illuminating,

and met with general acceptance. It suggested two

consequences, namely, that in dilute solutions the
■

constancy of the molecular rotation should be greater

than had boen observed In certain c> sgs, and that a
!

measure of the degree of ionisation might be obtained

from /
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from optical activity observations, TO test the
40

first of these Indication®, r'alden in 1894 made a
.

thorough investigation of the acid recently prepared

by Kipping and Pope, <x -bromooaraphor- "Jf-aulphonlo
acid, using a 4 dora. tube and an inatrumont reading

to 0*001°, This acid hae a sufficiently large

rotation to yield accurate resulta at grant dilutions,

and moreover, being a strong acid its molecular rotation

in dilute solutions should be the same as that of its

salts. This Walden found to be the case.

Molecular notations of ot-broraocamphor- IT -sulphonlo

add and its salts in aaueoua solution.

Salt V m ra

Aoid 2.08 287° 68.5$
80 269° 94.4$

£1 salt If 272® mm

Ma * n 272® 86.8$
K " tt 269° 87.2$
T1 *t 272® 87.3$
Be/2 w if 272® 77.3$
Ug/2 n n 270® •

?<nj2 " H 269° 77.2$
Ba/2 " If 271° 74.8$

Walden also measured the degree of dissociation

of the aoid and salts and these results are shown in

column four. The values of "ra" indicate that dia-
I

jsociation is not complete and that relatively large

quantities of undissooiated moleoules are present, yet

no indication of this is given by the rotation. To

reconcile the measured dissociations with the indic¬

ations that the rotations gave of complete ionlsntlon,
41

Noyes suggested that in solution the molecules which

*su«*t/
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must be regarded ae undieeooiated (from conductivity

measurements) exist in a state of union differing

essentially from ordinary chemical combination, "it

being so rauoh lose intimate that the lone still

exhibit their characteristic properties, in bo far as

they are not dependent upon their existence as

separate aggregates,"i.e. the ion exists in the

molecule ae a "latent" ion.

The behaviour of optically active eleotrolytes

has been quoted frequently in support of the theory
' 4

/ • \

of complete lonleatlon of electrolytes, particularly

the work of Walden* If such be the case then an

explanation of the alteration of molecular rotation

with ohanglng concentration, different from that of

H&drlch must be sought and the one usually accepted

is as follows.

Consider an optically aotlve eleotrolyte A+B~ln

solution, the ion B~belng optically aotlve. Since

the eleotrolyte is entirely dlssoolated, the rotation

is due wholly to the Ion B7 It Is presumed that the

surrounding, oppositely o barged ions exercise an

influence on B~whioh lnoreases with increasing

concentration i.e. with decrease in the distance

between the ions. It is thought that the influence

of At of an eleotrioal nature, will cause an

alteration in the electron-system of B~and that this

alteration will affect the optical properties of the

i on /
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i ion B. Henoe the rotation of the solution will

depend on the ionlo atmosphere surrounding Bj which

varies with ooncentration. In very dilute solutions

therefore, the Influence exerted by neighbouring

ions will be negligible and so at such concentrations

the rotation will be independent of the nature of the

inactive ion, Suoh an explanation obviates the

necessity for supposing the existence of "latent" ions,

but requires another assumption, namely, thf.t neigh-

ibouring ions can affect the optical rotatory power.

The quotation of the behaviour of optically

active electrolytes aa evidence of complete lonleation
42

has been criticised by Jacobs and King. Yfalden showed

that (m] for oertaln salts of <k -broraocamphor-TT
-sulphonio aoid has practically the same value in

M/30 coin., but this, say Jacobs and King, shows if

anything the existence of a limiting condition which

is reached only on dilution, and not of complete

ionisation, Referring to the work of Hadrloh on the

salts of optically active bases they make the following

observation, "The limiting value, and Indeed the

value at each concentration, is approximately the same

for all salts of the same base, but if this is sig-

snifioant with respect to dissociation it means that

all the salts are nearly equally ionised at the same

dilution,"

They go on to point out that "an extension of

Hadrich's /



Hedrloh's conclusions to explain the behaviour of

the <4 -broraocamphor- IT -eulphonic acid and its salts

is that the raotallio radical has little Influence

whether actually combined with the optically active
"

U: ' ■ .

radical or not. The fsot that the rotatory power
-

la nearly independent of the dilution does not
'

necessarily Imply complete dissociation or dissociation

such »b postulated by Moyes, but rather that the

metallic Ion has little effect on the optioal activity
Viv

whether It Is an ion or Is combined In a molecule as
I

complicated as the c< -broraocamphor- IT -sulphonio

radical," Such a conclusion it will be observed la

in opposition to the assumption whereby, on the

complete dissociation theory, the change In optical

activity with concentration la explained, namely the

Influence exerted by neighbouring Ions. A

supposition similar to that of Noyes has been aocepted

by Walden4\o explain the results obtained by measuring

the molecular rotation of tetraethylaramonlura

ctf^-bromooamphor- II -eulphonate (a typically highly ionised

salt in water) over a wide range of concentration in

many solvents of widely divergent dieleotrlc constant.

Practically no change In [llj (within 2$) with dilution
occurs In all the solvents, and since the salt cannot

be completely ionised In all of them, balden concludes

that the active ion shows the same rotation whether

it /
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it la "free" or a "latent" len. By this lalden implies

that the tetraethylansaoniura radical has praotically

no effect on the optical rotatory power of the active

ion*

This is very different from the conclusions of

Darmois^hoee woric on tho tartrates has been noted.

As can be seen from the accompanying graphical

representation of his results for the molecular

rotations of the alkali tartrates, there is a very
■

considerable variation with concentration} in faot

much greater than observed in certain other oases e.g.

the laotates. Paraols assumes complete diasooiatlon

even in concentrated solutions and considers that the

changes of rotation ere due to a large extent to the

eleotrloel charges of the anions or inactive ions in

aolutlon. The greater tho ooncentration, i.e. the

closer the ions, the greater la this effect. That

such a view conflicts with Maiden's is obvious, since

It is only reasonable to suppose that the Influence

ascribed by Darmole to the lnoative ions, would be

more potent in the intimacy of a "latent ion" complex,

while the successful explanation of Walden'a results

on this basis resides in the almost total absence of

any such effect at all. It is possible that these

apparently conflicting viewpoints may bo reconciled

on structural grounds. Dnrraols* work, will later be

described/
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described In greater detail. (p.40:]?ig. 5).

While seeking for an Interpretation of the

Oudemans law. It must not be overlooked that this law

le only approximately true In some oases. In dilute

solutions the different salts of an optically active

acid may have only approximately the same molecular

rotation. One such case has already been given, namely
03

the salts of camphoric acid. The values calculated

for 00 ln Infinite dilution vary over a fairly large

range, while at a eonc. of 1.3 M the range is of a
0* Q

similar order. In 1080, Schneiderpublished the

results of an Investigation of the rotations of the

salts of 1-mallo acid which showed that these salts

do not obey Oudeaans law. hurdle and Irvine4prepared
optically active dlmethoxy- succinic acid In 1901, and

examined the rotations of some of Its salts; the

results showed that the salts of this acid do not fit

in with this generalisation. It will be noted also

that in the o**se of the lactates, magnesium and

calcium leotates cannot be regarded as tending to the

same rotation at Infinite dilution as exhibited by the

other salts examined, (Pig. 2).
The work of Hadrioh on the salts of the alkaloids

45
was repeated and extended by ahinn whose results did

not agree with those of the earlier worker, and he

concluded that "the rotations of the salts studied do

not/
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not tend to become Identical for salts containing

the earn© active base.* Moreover, Shlnn oould not

bring hie result© into harmony with the theory of

electrolytic dissociation. It la intereating to

not© that Shlnn found that the rotation© of quinine

oleat© in chloroform solution underwent change© quite

analogous to those of electrolytes in aqueous solution,
43

whll© ffalden has shown that c*~bramoonraphor-||

eulphonlc chloride exhibits « behaviour similar to
'

that of tetraethylaasaonium oC-.broraooamphor-]f
sulphonato in eleven different solvents.

It is possible that the discrepanciesin some oases

may be attributed to experimental inaccuracies.

Shinn admits that his polarimetrlc readings were not

correct to more than 0,04°. Since some of the angles

of rotation were less than one degree, in such oases his

accuracy w»a not very great. Nevertheless his results

seem to be justified. In the case of the oaraphorates
1 ■ "

determinations at lower concentrations than used by

Hertmann might modify the difference at infinite
46

dilution. On the other hand, £ope and Head have

shown that some difficulty may be experienced in

preparing samples of the salts of <*-bromaaamphor-jT
sulphonlc acid of the same tautomeric form and thereby

cast some doubt on the validity of Maiden's evidence

that the various salts show the same molecular
-

rotation.

To /
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TQ euraranriee briefly. 1« may be tod that

Oudsw «a lew is of limited application to optically

active electrolytes*, Two theorise h- vo been

advanced, one baaed on the alasslsal Ionian*Ion theory

end the other on the modern concept of complete

dissociation, to explain the behaviour of thosei

electrolytes which obey the law. It is evident that

neither of these is entirely satisfactory, and that

a clearer understanding, both of the nature of

electrolytes In solution and of the factors governing

the optical activity of electrolytes, la neosssary.

The effects produced on the optical activity of

electrolytes by the addition of Inorganic salts is

Interesting *<nd hns been Investigated to some extent#
47

Hot was among one of the first to engage in such a

research whon, In 1037, he observed that the specific

rotation of tartaric acid was greatly increased by the

addition of boric acid, ami stoat of the earlier work

was confined to Investigations of tartaric acid and

the tartrates, Oornel8found tbs t the halts of

molybdenum had an extraordinarily large effect on the

rotations of tartaric aold. To account for the

effects of euoh complex electrolytes it m\a assumed

that complex additive compounds vera for ed. "ore

recent investigators C3?att«r®ott,9 Bancroft? ho .ever,

favour somewhat different explanations. it t& with

the effect© of common salts that it is propo&od to

dee 1 /
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deal more fully.

It was found by Long^n 1088 that the addition of
0

alkali halldes to solutions of sodium and potassium

tartrates produced varying effects. Potassium and

ammonium salts raised the rotation while sodium, lithium
52

and thallium lowered It. Sohutt observed the same

effeot on neutral potassium tartrate with sodium

ohlorlde and potassium ohlorlde.

The first really exhaustive Investigation of this
53

type was that of Btubbs on the influence of inorganic
'

salts on the rotation of 1-mallc acid. He added a

great number of different kinds of salts to 800 gr. of

a 20$ (approx. 1.0 U) solution of the acid, and recorded

the changes In specific rotation of the solution. The

nature and magnitude of these Changes is Indicated

by the following table.

Addition of alkali salta (1/4 equivalent art, of salt)

to 800 gr. of 20$ eoln. (1.8 M approx.) of 1-malic

acid.

- Change In aseoiflo rotation observed.

Salt added A Salt added A
XI
XBr
HbCl
CaCl
HaCl2
HaJVOg

2.39*
2.11®
1.98®
1.94®
1.67®
1.6®

KQO
NH.C1
HafSO
MHJHO4
L101 3
(MH4)Es°4

1.48"
1.181
1.14
l.ll®
0-731
0.66°

In every case except that of L1C1 the rotation

was changed from laevo to dextro.

In seeking to interpret these results Stubbs

first of all disposes of the suggestion that the

changes/
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changes are duo to compound formation, and states

several reasons for doing so, among which may be

mentioned the "a priori inconceivability of a salt

llk« potassium chloride forming such complexes.*

He also reboots the hydration theory, "an explanation

plausible at first sight, that the formation in

solution of hydrated moleouies by the added salts

would act like concentrating the solution, which is

well known to influence the rotation of malic acid
'

in the dextro sense.* In support of this he points

out that the se.lts, such as lithium chloride, with

the greatest affinity for aster exert the smallest

influence.

He finally concluded that the large influenoe

exerted by electrolytes in general on the rototl on of

mslio aoid is due mainly to a specific additive effect

of the ions. For positive univalent ions this ionlo

influence increases In the order

C sS>Hb+>K Ha+> ?ra£>Li f
while for negative ions the order is

I>Br>C;!i >W03 >1/280^
For the bivalent metals a similar series is obtained

B&*>CflQ 3n*£ Hg ^ f
Ae to the precise nature of the ionic influence

.

Stubbs thinks it Is probable that it is connected with

the presence of the hydroxy1 group in the acid nnd

shows/
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ahowB that when the hydroxyl group has boon attacked

the sensitiveness of the malic acid to changes of

ooncentratlon land presumably to the addition of salt®)

disappears.

For comparative purposes, the effects observed
54

by Patterson and Anderson by the addition of inorganic

salts to solutions of sthyl tartrate - a non-electrolyte-

may be mentioned.

Addition of various salts (2 Hi to a 0.3 M aqueous

aoln. of ethrl tartrate.

/\- Difference in specific rotation observed.

Salt added A Salt added A
BaCfto
Sal
JCX
KCfIS
SaA
XBr
NaGlO

NaN03

-12.43®
-10.111
- 9.68®
- 9.09®
- 8.12®
- 7.96?
- 7.59®
- 7.31®

K&0«
JCOX
Ba8?
KeCI
NH4KO3
SH4CI
Urea

-7.03®
-6.78®
-6.51°
-6.05®
-3.87®
-3.81°
0.92°

They claim that their results show Ma very rc-

: markable similarity to those recorded by Stubbs."

These authors think, however, that ''the difference

between the solvent influence of an inorgrmlo substance

and an organic substance as a solvent soews to be
I

merely one of degree, and so far as these results go
.

it seems Improbable that ionlsatlon plays

Important part in the matter." It is Interesting

to note that urea was found to have an opposite

effect /
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effect to salts.

In 1912 3ongiovanni5ftudied the effects of adding

inactive neutral salts to optically aotive electrolytes,

and obtained results which differed entirely both

from previous and subsequent work.. He investigated

the following Bystems:-

Optically aotive electrolyte Salt added

Potassium tartrate

Potassium sodium tartrate

Potassium tartrute

quinine sulphate

Quinine hydrochloride

Potassium sulphate

Potassium sulphate

Potassium nitrate

Potassium sulphate

Calcium chloride

The optical rotatory power of the aotive compound

was unaffected in eaoh case, although the oonduotivity

wr.s shewn to be markedly loss than the sum of the

conductivities of the two components of the mixture.

The oonoiusion drawn from this was that the rotatory

power appeared to be independent of the dissociation

of the aotive substance, and that no distinct rotatory

power oould be attributed to the Ions.

An investigation of the influence of varying

concentrations of hydrogen ion on the optical

rotation of the isomeric alkaloids, cinohonlna.

cinohonldine and clnchotoxine, was Sonduoted by

Biddl«

that/

56
Biddl®. The results obtained lead to the conclusion
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that the specific rotation in the oases studied is

independent of the inactive ion, on the on© hand, and

on the other that the variations in rotation are a

direct function of the concentration of the bivalent

alkaloid ion, This work, although differing in

certain respects, is analogous to the above and serves

as a useful comparison,
37

In 1988 Darmois published n very full investigation

0

of the tartrates with special reference to the

effeots obtained by adding inorganic aalte to raetalll

tartrates, Darmois argues that the observed changes

of rotation of eleotrolytes with changing ooncentratlon

are due to the same factors oaualng changes when an

Inorganic salt is added to the eleotrolyte, namely

the electric charges of the ions of the solutions*

The changes of rotation of lithium, sodium, ammonium,

potassium, caesium and rubidium tartrates are shovm

in the accompanying graph* Darmois believes these

changes to be due to;-

1* A dehydration of the tartrate ion in the presence

of the cations. This is regarded as a negative

effect i.e. as decreasing the rotation*

8, A deformation (following the idea of Fajane to

account for the changes In refraotivity of

eleotrolytes) of the active ion in the field of

the cations. This is a positive effect. The

deforming power of a cation depends on its charge
and /
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and Its radius. The smaller the radius, the more

intense will he the field of the ion, and hence the

greater its deforming ability.

If such he the case, the addition of a potassium

•alt in inoraaaing quantities to a solution of.

potaseium tartrate of fixed oonoentration should have

an effect similar to that of increasing the concen¬

tration of the tartrate, namely to increase the

rotation. Similarly in the oase of lithiura tartrate

with a lithium salt, the rotation should fall. Darraois

found this to he so. He further confirmed his theory

by adding cations of varying radius ami charge to

solutions of sodium tartrate of fixed concentrat ion,

and found that sodium and lithium ohlorides decreased

the rotation while potassium chloride increased it.

Arranged in the order of their influence on the

rotation Barraoia obtains the following series

Li+< NaH<K^:BbtcCs +

This is the order of the lonlo radii calculated from

ionic mobilities with tho aid of Stokes' formula;

these radii are:-

Li+ Na+ K + Kb+ 0a+.
2.30 1.79 1.22 1.17 1.17 A

In tho case of polyvalent iona the effect on the

rotation la correspondingly greater, and cations such

as Th^^ara regarded na forming n typo of undibBociated

molecule with the tartrate ion, while sino, cadmium

and /
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and mercury for® complexes. Results of a Boraawhat
57

similar nature hare been obtained by T,evens in the

ens© of mandallo acid.

Oarraois claims to find mipoort for thla

hypothesis in the behaviour of certain organic bases.

The curves which he obtained for bensylamine tartrate

and tetra^ftylammoniuni tartrate are shown8 the

hensylamine tartrate ehowe a large increase in rotation

with increasing concentration, while the tetraethyl-

:ammonium tartrate shows « large decrease. He
«

explains the former by the assertion that the radii

of the lithium and bensyiamlne ions are nearly the

same sise and hence theeleotrlo deformation which they

produce should be of the same order; the bonaylamlne

ion, however, is assumed to be non-hydrated In

solution, and so produoee a greater increase in the

rotation. Tetraetiiylammoniuia ion. on the other hand,

is treated as being hydrated in solution, and hence

a fall in rotation Is to be exoected.

BIb evidence is not convincing. The reference

quoted by Barraols In favour of the hydration of the

tetraethylammonium ion doe® not mention this ion at

all, but certain other® of a similar type, but of

lower degree of substitution. In view of the fact

that the dehydration effect of the tetr«ethylawnoi«ium

ion 1s greater than that of the lithium ion, it is

reasonable /
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1

reasonable to suppose that this indicates a greater

ability on the part of the former Ion to hold water

molecules. This Is unlixely as the lithium Ion has

a much more compact structure than the shielded

tetraethylaamonium Ion and hence ite field is greater.

It is improbable therefore, that the tetraethylammonit

ion is hydreted to a degree comparable to that of

lithium or even sodium ions* The fact that the ionic

mobility of the tetraethylaramonlum ion is less than

that of the lithium ion may be due to the else of the

ion apart from hydration.

The theory of Dormois Is lees impressive in the

light of recent determinations of the effective radii

in solution from tho heats of hydration of ions*

For the alkali metnls these are in the order

Ion Na"t~ K + Rb + Cs1"

Radius X1018 1.508 1.Q73 2.02 2.19

The deforming effect must be regarded as increasing

in this order and be assumed to be of the same nature

in eaoh oase i.e. it either increases or deereases the

rotation in each case. Any effect due to dehydration

must also be a maximum in the oase of lithium and

sodium and even if opposite in effect to that produced

by deformation, cannot explain why the rotation should

be depressed in some oases and raised in others.

Further, Darmols has observed the effect of adding

certain /
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certain salts to solutions of the sodium salt of
59

"a new oomphoreu1phonio acid*. The absence of some

of the ohanges seen in the case of the tartrates is

attributed to the absence of the effect of hydration,

the large organic ion of the type being

non-hydrnted in solution: yet oaraphoraulphonlo

aolds are known to have a marked affinity for water.

In riew of the fact that the structure of the

oamphorsulphonlo acid is not given the results

obtained must be aoeepted with a measure of reserve.

In ordor to investigate this matter further

Campbell6flas studied the effect of adding many salts

of different types to solutions of ammonium -oC-
y ■.

^romooamphor - Il-sulphonate. This salt was chosen
for its high rotation and for its freedom from various

factors that would make it objectionable on structural

grounds, and the rotation measured with all possible

aoouraoy. Some of the ohanges In rotation produced

may be seen in the following table. It will be

noted that in addition the effeots of aolds of

different strengths, and non-electrolytes such as

methyl alcohol wore observed.

Effect/
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JSffeot on Rotation of Ammonium <3C-bromocamphor-H-

-sulphonate (0.1 M) produced by the addition of

various suits, ate.

The molar concentration of the added substances

In all oases was 0*5

A«Increase In [¥] caused by addition of Inactive

compound.

Added compound

CH<zC00H
HC1
CH-OH
NHACI
BaCl
L1C12
Urea
CdOl
NaOl2
KBt
Glycerol
KF
KC1

A
Q.0n
0.3®
0.3?
0.4®
0.9®
0.9®
1.1®

1.4°
1.??
2.0®
2.0°

Added compound A
OdSO.
Kal 4
Na„S0,
()0ww.ch^CISCOGH
n*
u&o
KpSO4
kotl
oaci0TcooH
CClJcoOH
Odlf
K Fe(0W)6

2.2®
2.7?

3.4®
3.4®
3.4®
4.2®
4.2qB.2®
3.2

10.0®
12.0®

Campbell conoludes thut:-

"1. The change produced by the addition of these

substtmoes is email compared with those observed by

Darmois and other workers In this field. For example

Parmoie found that the apacific rotation of a 0.25 M
o

solution of sodium tartrate decreased from 42.5 to

23.0® in the presence of 3aClg (0.6 11) • The '
greatest change observed in the case of assmonium-oC-

^bromooamphor-ll-sulphonste is in the case of

potassium ferrooyanide, i.e. the raolooular rotation

increased/
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increase'd from 347.2° to 359.2°.

2. The magnitude of the change of rotation cannot "be

correlated with the charges or siae of the ions.

Indeed it is obvious that the effect cannot be purely

ionic since weak electrolytes such as monochloracetic

acid and non-electrolytes like glycerol ha.ve greater

effects on the rotation than most of the salts

mentioned above. It is manifest that in the case of

ammonium a-bromocamphor-11 -sulphonate no regularities

are obtained such as those observed by Darmois in the

normal tartrates".
61

In 1931, Rule and Hill published an investigation

of the optical rotatory powers of d-jft-octyl hydrogen

phthalate and its salts in various concentrations and

the influence of added electrolytes. The alkali

salts of this acid in dilute solutions have practically

the sarnie rotation while at higher concentrations the

values undergo a reversal of sign, the relative dis¬

placement towards a negative value being represented

by -

Rb>K L i

The addition of electrolytes also produces a

marked depression of the rotation of sodium oc£yl

phthalate. Ror various inorganic chlorides, it is

found that the depression resulting from univalent

cations fall into the same sequence as that representing

the /
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the solutions of the homogeneous sr.Ite, vis*,

Ce> Rb >2> »s> RH4> 11
The authors point out that these variations are

identical In every reeoeot. to those observed by Stubbs

and by Schneider for 1-malio noid, end conclude that

the sensitivity of malic and tartaric acids towards

neutral electrolytes and change of concentrati on ie

not necessarily related to the presence of alcoholic

hy&i-oxyl groups In these compounds, na has been

assumed by various investigators, but may be duo to the

oarboxyl group, which is the only structural peculiarity

common to these compounds and octyl hydrogen phthalate.i

The same authors6^lso suggest that the depressions

in the rotatory power of sodium ootyl phthalnte caused
. A- - -

by the oatlonic charges of added electrolytes may be

compared to the depressions undergone by octyl hydrogen
V x,

phthalate in the presence of aolventa containing dipoles,

DruolceJ^lkas experimented upon the influence of

neutral salts on the optical activity and the

eleotroohemioal activity of d-oaxaphor-lQ-sulphonic

acid, Reychler^ aold, which ie a strong acid. In

dilute solutions the specific rotation is diminished
I .

by neutral salts in concentrations up to 4 raols per

litre to an extent approximately proportional to their

concentration, For the chlorides the following order

was /
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was found for the lowering of the rotation.

LI C X <T Mb < Ba

The eleotroohenlc«l activity ia considerably

increased, although not in proportion to the ooneen-

stration, hut more stronglys the order of increase

of this property, for the chlorides, ia not in

accordance with the order of the effect of the salts

in regard to diminishing rotation. The order is

iCC Li<C flaC Ba

Of hi a results Smoker says, *W are driven to

the conclusion that there is no simple relationship

between the Influence of neutral salts upon rotation

and upon electrochemical activity. Accordingly it

would seem to he doubtful, at any rate at present,

whether, in the cases where in addition to the activity

jthe dlssoolfitlon also ia varied, it is possible to

correlate the optical rotation, the concentration and

the activity of the lone.*

There is one point to whioh no reference has heeri
made, namely the struoture of the optically active

|electrolyte. Much of the work done has dealt with

compounde containing hydroxy1 groups e.g. malic acid,
I I

tartarlo acid and lectio add. The presence of a

hydroxyl group ia known to confer peculiar properties
* on compounds, and in this respect the selection of

such substances for investigation cannot be regarded

as wholly desirable. The presence 6f an aiftlno group,

as In /
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ln asparaglne, may also hive unfortunate effects.

To draw any general conclusions from the above

considerations is difficult. Much of the evidence

1b of ft conflicting nature and serves rather to

emphasize the complex nature of optically active

electrolyte© than to elucidate their beh viour. It

may be stated however, that optical activity meneure-

:ments do not generally afford much indication of the

degree of dissociation of electrolytes, and that

influences which must be regarded as essentially

non-ionic in some oases play a prominent part In

determining their behaviour.
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OBJSCT Of HSSEARCH

The work of several investigators has shown thai

the addition of inorganic salts to solutions of

optically active electrolytes has a marked effect on

the molecular rotation, the magnitude of which effect

varies both with the nature of the electrolyte and

the added substance. A point of considerable interest

which arises, especially from the work of Campbell,

la the comparatively large change in rotation produced

by substances which must be regarded as weak electro¬

lytes or non-electrolytes. The first part of this

communication deals with the addition of organic

substances soluble in water to solutions of sodium

camphorste, ammonium <X~bromooaasphor-H-eulphonate,
sodium tartrate and diethyl tartrate, in an attempt

to increase the amount of available data. Since

the effects obeerved in the ©as© of added salts are

attributed largely to the influenoe of the cations

la solution, it waa decided to add organic siib stances

of a fcomewhiit analogous nature, namely, thebo

alleged to possess a "switterion" structure in

solution e.g. urea nh4"
J>c-o-

Thia led to a consideration of the molecular rotation

of sodium oa&phorate in mixed solvents witn a view

to correlating the behaviour with changes in dielectric

conetent and other factors. The behaviour of certain

non-electrolytes/'
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non-electrolytes under similar conditions was examined

for comparative purposes.

The second part 1b an Investigation of the
-

validity of the Ouderaans law in certain cases. As

has been emphasised already, the study of the optical

activity of electrolytes has been confined to a large

extent to hydroxy derivatives of succinic acid, due
%

no doubt to their ready accessibility. In this

research it was desired to examine the salts of an

acid of simple struoture, containing only one nssymetric

carbon atom, and which possessed no hydroxy or amino

groups. For this purpose «- n -butylpropionio acid

was selected. It has the structure

. CHg. CHg. CHg. CHjj
CH* C—COOH3 i

H
I '

A compound of similar type containing one

hydroxy group was also examined. This was ot-hydroxy-

P -phenylpropionio uoid which has the structure
.

OH
- I -

C-.H_.CH,;—— C COOH6 5 2 j
H

In view of the results obtained by Purdie and

Wnllcer for the molecular rotations of diraethoxy*

succinic acid, it was thought of interest to investigate

the salts of tartronilio acid, a derivative of

tartaric /



tartaric acid in whioh the hydroxy! groups are

unattached. Tartranilio acid is a semi-anllldo of

tartaric acid having the structure

G8CK»C<HK»CsH*

mm0m

Some of the most conclusive results in this field

have been obtained from an investigation of

ct -bromooarapbor - 11 -sulphonlo acid and its salts.

It was wondered whether other caraphorsulphonic acids

behaved in a similar manner, nnd to tost this attention

was turned to d-eamphor-10-aulphonic aoid orHeyeliler's

acid. In this ooae an attempt was mnde to oorrelate

the rather surprising results with the possibility of

colloidal properties.

It may be added that certain of the compounds

mentioned above could only be obtained in relatively

small amounts, and so some <tf the investigations had to

be conducted on a smaller scale than usually adopted

for such measurements.
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EXPKRIMSKTAS.

PART I.

Apparatus.

Standard Flasks.

All the flasks were calibrated In a thermostat

maintained at £O.Q°C, They were found to contain

50.01 ml.

gyknProcters.

Pyknoroetere of the Ostwald type, having a

capacity of about 5 ml., wore used. They were

graduated for use at 20.0°0. All the densities wore

referred to water at this temperature.

Polariroeter.
■■'■■■'■■■■I

The polarimetor was a Hilger Instrument provided

with a Lipploh three shadow polarizer and two verniers

reading to 0.01? It was fitted with direot vision

spectroscope attachments for reading rotations with

the mercury lines (yellow, green and violet). The

tube was 4 dom. in length and was provided with a

central cup, movable end caps and a water jacket

through which water was pumped from a thermostat by

means of an electrically driven water turbine

(Schmidt and Haensoh). The temperature of the

water in the thermostat was so regulated that the

solution in the polarimeter tube was maintained at
20.0%C.

A/
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A quartz mercury vapour lamp working at

atmospheric pressure wan used as source of light

for the mercury green line.

Chemicals.

The chemicals added to the solutions of the

optically active substances were purified when

necessary before use. The solids were crystallised

from suitable solvents or distilled, as in the

case of acetaraide. The organio liquids wore

purified by distillation. The boiling points and

melting points served as a check of their purity.

In the case of methyl alcohol the removal of water

was effected by reaction with magnesium turnings

followed by distillation, while ethyl alcohol was

dried by jpefluxing fear tfenty-four hours with freshly

prepared quicklime and distilling with an eighteen

inch fractionating column.

The stock solutions of sodium oemphorate were

prepared by titrating a weighed quantity of oaraphoric

acid (C.A.F. Kahlbaum) with sodium hydroxide solution

of suitable strength using phenolphthalein as

indicator. The end point was approaohed cautiously,

and the slight pink coloration removed by the

addition of a minute quantity of camphoric acid, the

addition/
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addltlon of which oould not introduce an appreciable

error. The solution was then made up to a fixed

volume In a graduated flash.

In the oaae of ethyl tartrate and nicotine,

stock solutions were prepared by weighing out the

desired amount of the optically active substance,

transferring it to a graduated flask and filling up

to the mark with water. Xn the experiments with

aamoniuma-broffiooamphor-TT-vulphonate and sodium

tartrate s atook solution was not prepared; the

weight of salt required for eaoh solution was weighed

out separately.
;

Mode of Operation.

Xn order that the rotations in any series of

determinations might be strictly comparable. It was

neoossary that there Should always be the same

quantity of the optically aotlve substance between the

end plates of the polarImeter tube. A fixed volume

of the stock,solution, measured by a pipette, was

Introduced Into a standard flask whloh had been
■

carefully cleaned and dried. Xn any series, the same

pipette was used throughout and allowed to drain for

thirty seoonde. The substance to be added, which

had previously been weighed, was then introduced

through a filter funnel. In the determinations

using/
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uslng ammonium a-bromooaxaphor - | i-sulphonate and
sodium tartrate, the salt was also introduced by

this method. When the added substance was a

liquid it was weighed in the graduated flask before

introduction of the optically active substance.

Distilled water wa« added and the flask shaken

until solution was complete. Water was then added

until the level was slightly below the standard

mark and the flask immersed In a thermostat at

20.0°C. and allowed to remain for at least fifteen

minutes. The level was then adjusted by the

addition of a few drops of water from a small

pipette and the flask shaken.

Before use the polarlraeter tube was cleansed

with water , washed with alcohol, and subsequently

with ether; finally it was dried by a blast of air.

The plates were adjusted and the zero reading taken.

It was found to be unnecessary to fill the tube

with water for the zero do terrainat ions. The

solution was then poured into the tube end water

from the thermostat oiroulated through the water

jacket until the temperature of the solution was

! 20.0°C. About ten readings were taken for each

I solution, all with the mercury green line —

! 5461.
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FART IX.

Standard Flasks.

The aapaoity of the flasks used was dictated hy

the amount of the optically active substance avail¬

able. In the case of d-camphor-10-sulphonic acid

which could be obtained readily, and tartranilio

acid, the flasks mentioned above were used. In the

other oases, 5 ml. or 10 ml. flasks graduated to the

temperature of the determinations were employed.

Polarlmeter Tubes.

In the case of the salts of a -n-but?lpropionio

acid the length of the polarimster tube was 1 dora.

It was fitted with a water jacket and detachable

end cape. The salts of <t -hydroxy-/}-phenylpropionio
aoid were investigated in a tube of length 0.5 dcra.

I without a water jacket.
Pyknometers.

The densities of the solutions of the salts of

a -hydroxy-/?-phenylproplonic acid were determined

In a pyknoraeter of the same type but smaller capacity

than those mentioned above.

Preparation of the Solutions of Salts.

The salts were prepared by the titration of the

aoid ooncernod with alkali. The required amount

j of the acid was carefully weighed in a small beaker.
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A few drops of phenolphthaleln Indicator were added

and the acid titrated with alkali of suitable

strength. In all instances the corresponding

jhydroxides were employed. As the end point was

approached, very dilute akkali was used in order that

the neutralisation point raisfrt be accurately

determined. The pale pink ooloration was then

removed by the addition of a minute quantity of the

aoid. The solution of the salt thus obtained was

carefully transferred to a standard flask whioh was

filled almost to the mark with distilled water and

allowed to stand in a thermostat at 20.0°C. for

fifteen minutes. The volume was then made up to

standard mark.

The rotations of the solutions were determined

as described above. In the case of the smaller

polar!meter tubes it was found advisable to fill

them with water when taking the zero readings. All

the determinations were made at 20.0°C. save those

of the rotations of the salts of a.-hydroxy-/*-phenyl-

propionio aoid which, due to difficulty in obtaining

a suitable tube with a water jaoket, were mode at

room temperature of 15-16°C.
Conductivities,

The conductivities of d-camphor-10-Bulphonic

acid and its sodium salt were determined in the

usual way. A "Cambridge Conductivity Bridge" was

employed;/
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employed; the aeouraoy olaimed for thle instrument

is 0.2,'i. The oell was of 20 ml. capacity with

fixed electrodes. Ho difficulty was experienced

in making the determinations.
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?RggARATIOKS AND PURIFICATIONS.
'

FART 1.

Preparation of Diethyl Tartrate.

200gr.d-tartario aold.

400 ml. ethyl alcohol (four molecular

proportional.

The method adopted was that of Patterson64
involving the use of dry hydrogen chloride gas.

After the removal of the gas and excess alcohol, the

residual tartrate was distilled under reduosd pressure

and the fraction boiling between 15S-158°/18 vm'

collected. It was a clear vlsoous liquid.

« 9.23° of. Patterson - «tt . 9.24°

MS0 -'.84® gjj**.
m 9.31°

•4ft
. 7.70°

Purification of ??lootlne.

Nicotine obtained from British Drug Houses when

dissolved In water yielded an opaleeoemt solution

whioh was not suitable for the observation of the

rotation. To effect purification It was converted

to the piornte by treatment with plorio aold In hot

alooholic acid solution; the melting point of the

plorate was 220-221°C. after washing twice with

boiling bensene. The picrate was decomposed by

addition /
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additlon of dilute ammonia, and the aqueous solution

extracted with 600 ml. of chloroform. The nlootlne,

after the removal of the chloroform, was distilled

under reduced pressure, ^hen a clear liquid was

obtained which yielded a clear solution In water.

Purification of Solvents for the Rotations of

Camphoric Aoid.

Methyl alcohol - Dried by refluxing with freshly

prepared quioklime and then with magnesium turnings.

The fraction boiling at 66°G. was collected.

Ethyl alcohol. - Driea by refluxlng with freshly

prepared tpiioklime for twenty-four hours and distilled

using an eighteen Inch fractionating column; the

fraotion boiling at 78°C. was collected.

n-Propyl aloohol.- Dried by shaking with anhydrous

sodium sulphate and distilled. Boiling point

96-97°C.

Benaaldehydo - Shaken with equal volumes of 0$

aqueous sodium carbonate solution until there was no

effervesoenoe. Dried over calcium ohloride and

distilled Immediately before use. Boiling point X77°C.
Aoetonitrile - Redistilled - b.p. 79-80°C.
Anisole - Redistilled - b.p. 165°C.
Aniline - Redistilled three times (b.p. 18£-183°C)

when it was practically colourless.

Acetone /



Aceton* * "Anal©*"» need without further purification,

iM9tfty& * 3*»*H*# need without further

purification*

timwlm ^ -smlafraaatd *

The aaaorsiun ^-i>roaocaBphor-TT»suXphonate was

obtained from the British Drug Houses* Ltd** and was

recrystaUieed frost hot water and thoroughly dried*

notation of the pure ealt [il]^,* 546*0* Molar oono*

*0»l* of# CaqphoXl* [M]sJf 547*8* 1 Pope and Read»0i»,546*6°
Molar oono* 0*1* Molar oono* 0*8 (appro**)

Us&Xm. 2»Etealdt»

Uydrated a odium tartrate having %0 was used#

Its purity was tested hp means of the rotation in

aqueous solution*

Molar oono* 0*85*

«M»i • ?*0P [Jig;,,* • 70*08®*
|Ml£«X 830

The rotation of the tartrate ion [<■!*»• ^ '"""^ -

vm found for comparison with Baraois* value*

[eTmo» 45.80°*
Of* Banaoie M^«o '» 42*50° *
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PARTII.

Preparation of d~ g -n-Butylpropionic Acid.

X. n-Butylmalontc gator (ethyl).

374 ml. Diethyl malonate

S62 ml. Butyl bromide

56 gr. Sodium

1200 ml, Jthyl alcohol

The alcohol was dried before use by refluxlng for

twenty-four hours with freshly prepared quicklime.

It was distilled using a IS" ''Quickfit', fractionating

column and still.

The weighed amount of eodium was dissolved

gradually in the alcohol. The malonlo eater

(B.D.H.:b.p, 91-92°/l9 ram.) was slowly added by means

of a tap funnel and the flask containing it heated

on the water bath to about 50°C. The butyl bromide

was then slowly added. .fhen 10 ml. had been added the

reaction commenced {indicated by a precipitate of

sodium bromide) on shaking, and proceeded with the

evolution of heat. The addition of the butyl bromide

and the temperature of the water bath were regulated

so that the react Ion proceeded without undue violenoe.

When the Initial stage of the reaction was past, the

mixture wee refluxed until neutral to moist litmus -

about /
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about four hours. The alcohol was removed by

distillation on the water hath, and water added to

dissolve the sodium bromide. The butyl eater

separated aa an oil which was fractionated under

reduced pressure In a Wittmar flask. A low boiling

fraction consisting of water, alcohol, butyl bromide

and malonio ester was first obtained. Finally

n-butyl-raalonlc aold boiling at 113°-116°/9 mm. was

procured.

Yield - 403 gr.

E. Preparation of Methyl-n-butylguslonlc ecter (ethyl).

403 gr. n-Butylmalonlo ester (ethyl)

300 gr. Methyl Iodide

6£ gr. Sodium

1300 ml. Ethyl aloohol (Dried as previously).

The reaction described above was carried out

again using methyl Iodide In place of butyl bromide,

and n-butylmalonle ester Instead of malonlc eater.

The methyl iodide was dried over calcium chloride,

and an excess of methyl Iodide UBed. Zt was found

after trial that It was necessary to use an excess of

sodium amounting to half a raol to obtain a yield which

was satisfactory. As before considerable heat was

evolved, but the preoipitate of sodium Iodide was not

so copious as that of the bromide due to the fact that

it /
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it diSBoived to an appreciable extent in the

solvent. The alcohol was distilled off, the

sodium iodide dissolved in water, arid the mixture

of crude eaters separated/ As there la veiy little
difference between the boiling points of the mono-

end dl-al&ylated malonio esters, separation by

fractional distillation was not attempted.
j

field of orude esters * 399 gr.

3. Preparation of Methyl-n-butylmalonlo acid.

399 gr, Methyl-n-butylraalonlo ester.

389 gr. Potassium hydroxide,

1280 ml. HJthyl alcohol.

320 ml. Water.

The ester was hydrolysed by boiling under reflux

for 24 hours with an aqueous alcohol solution of

potassium hydroxide (4 moleoular proportions). The

hydrolysis was oarricd out in two equal portions.

The alcohol, was distilled off on the water bath as

completely as possible, and water {3 litres) added

to the residue. On addition of £0;S sulphuric

acid in order to liberate the organic acid, a

precipitate of potassium sulphate appeared. It was

found more efficacious to use concentrated sulphuric

aoid when no precipitate appeared. An oil separated

which /
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whlch solidified on allowing to stand over night

after addition of a few crystals of raethyl-n#butyl-

malonio aoid previously prepared. The ©old was

obtained by repeated washing of the solid with two

litres of li#it petroleum (60°-80°). The acid

separated as white needles suspended in the petroleum

whioh was removed by means of suction through © tube

leading to a filter flask. When all the crystals had

been obtained, the mixture was filtered to obtain

the methyl-n-butylmalonlc aold.

Yield = 170 gr. m.p. 94°-96°,

4. Preparation of a -n-Butylpropionic noid.

the raethyl-n-butylraalonle acid whs heated in a

wide neCiCed flask fitted with an inclined air oonden-

:ser on an oil bath at 180°. There was a vigorous

evolution of oarbon dioxide and when this had ceased

the resulting monoboeio acid was distilled under

diminished pressure in a Witt-mar flask.

Yield s 138.5 gr. b.p. 181°/19 mm.

5 • Resolution of « -n-buty .tor op ionic aold.

75 gr. a-n-butylpropionic ©eld.

190 gr. Quinine (anhydrous).

850 ml. Acetone.

The acid was dissolved in hot acetone and the

quinine (ra.p. 171°) added. The quinine did not

dissolve/
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dleeolve readily, and an exoesB of solvent had to be

used. Before crystallisation of the salt would take

place, it was found neoeaeary to remove some of the

eolvent (approx. 850 ml.) under reduced pressure on

the water bath. On allowing the solution to stand

in a refrigerator 100 gr. ealt were obtained. The

mixed salts were separated by repeated reoryEtallisations

from acetone. After the fifth and seventh re-

crystallisations '6 gr. of the aalt were decomposed

with 15 ml. of 10)* sulphuric acid and the free acid

extracted with ether. The extract was washed with

dilute sulphuric acid and water to remove quinine.

The ether was removed in a vacuum defalcator.

Solutions of the aoid in ethyl alcohol gave the

following rotations.

5th Reorystallisatlon.

0=5 gr. aold/100 ml. eolutlon. 1*1 dcm.

[M]sL= 87.30°.
7th Reoryetalllsatlon.

C = 5 gr. aoid/ 100 ml. solution. 1=1 dora.

R? 32.84°. Cf. Thesis, Ritchie 31.35°.
The remainder of the quinine salt was decomposed

after the 7th reorystalliaation. The ether extract

was dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate, before

removal of the ether in a vacuum defalcator.

Yield = 9.6 gr.
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Preoaratlon of a-Hydroxy-& -phenrlproplonio aold.

I. Preparation of Benasylmalonlc ester.

65 ml. Diethyl malonate (B.D.H.)
9 gr. Sodium

39 ml. Redistilled Bensyl ohlorlde

330 ml. Dry ethyl aloohol
66

The method of Conrad was modified «a below.

The alcohol we3 dried before use by reflux!ng
♦

for twenty-four hours over quicklime nnd dlotllllng

with an 12" fy&otionnting column. The required

weight of freshly cut sodium was dissolved In the

dry alcohol contained In a bclthead flask fitted with

an upright condenser end tap funnel. The anionic

ester was added 10 ml. at a time by means of the tap

fuhnel, and finally the benayl chloride in 5 ml.

amounts. The flask was shaken during the whole

process of addition of tho benayl chloride. The

commencement of the reaction a few minutes after the

first addition woe indicated by the appearance of a

white precipitate of eodlum chloride. The teraper-

:etur© of the flask and contenta was maintained between

30°C. and 40°0. by Imrnaralng in aold water when

neoessory. Rfhen the addition of the bensyl chloride

wa* oomplete, the mixture was refluxed for two hours,

as much of the alcohol as possible was distilled off,

and /
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and 400 ml. water added to the residue to dissolve

the sodium ohlorlde formed. The lower layer of

bensylmalonic ester was separated, dried over

anhydrous sodium sulphate, and fractionated under

reduced pressure. The fraction boiling at

170-174°/lo mm. was collected. A colourless,

somewhat viBOoue liquid.

Yield - SO gr.

This was repeated ten times until about 200 gr.

of the benzylvsalonic ester were obtained. The poor

yield of the raonosubatituted ester is due to the

formation of a large amount of dibenaylmalonic ester.

It was necessary to conduct the preparation in the

repeated stages described in order to obtain even

the above yield.

2. Preparation of Beng.vla»lonlo sold.

99 fr$. Benaylmalonle eater

80 gr. Potassium hydroxide

380 ml. Sthyl alcohol

100 ml. Water

The eater was hydrolysed by heating with

potassium hydroxide in aqueous solution for 12 hours.

The alcohol was then distilled off, end any

unsaponlfied aster extracted with ether. Mater was

added /
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added (400 ml.) to the residue and the free oold

liberated by the addition of dilute sulphuric aoid.

An oil, heavier than water, was obtained which was

extracted with ether (500 ml.). On removal of the

ether, a slightly coloured syrup whioh on stirring

readily solidified yielding crystalline benaylraalonic

acid, was procured,

ra.p* 115-117°C. Yield 53 gr.

Total yield 105 gr.

3. Preparation of Broaobemgylaalouic acid.

50 gr, Benayliaalonic acid.

55 gx.jJrcmiue ( 1 1/3 :aol. wt.)
£50 ml.Dry ether

The broraination was accomplished by dissolving

50 g*. of the aoid in S50 rol. dry ether and treating

gradually with 55 gr. bromine. The halogen disbappeared

very rapidly at first with production of hydrogen

bromide. At the conclusion the solution was

coloured a reddish brown by excess bromine. After

standing for half an hour the ethereal solution was

shaken twice with 500 ml. of water which absorbed the

greater part of the excess broiaine, then separated

and evaporated. A syrup whs obtained which was

plaoed in an evaporating dish in a vacuum deaeioator

over solid sodium hydroxide in order to remove

hydrogen/
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hydrogen bromide. After standing for three days it

oryfitalllaed, and was purified by recrystallisation

from hot toluene (201 ©1.}. The reoryatalllBation

wee assisted by the addition of 60 ml. light petroleum

(60-80°) when the toluene had been cooled.

A more rapid method of solidification was pro¬

vided by treating the eyrup after several hours in a

vacuum defalcator, with equal amounts of benzene and

light petroleum (60°-80°) when a crystalline solid was

obtained.

Yield 52 sr. m.p. 126-128°.
Total yiold 104 gr.

4. Preparation of « -Brorao-P -phenylproplonlo aoid.

104 gr. Bromobengylaalonlo sold.
67

The method was that used by Fischer. The

resulting oil, whioh was ooloured brown, was not readily

soluble in water, but very soluble in alcohol and

ether. It cannot be distilled even at low temper¬

atures without undergoing decomposition with product¬

ion of hydrogen bromide.

Yield 72 gr.

5• Preparation of g»Hyaroay-l -phenylproplonic acid.
68

Following the method iff Fischer, the calcium salt

of the acid was obtained. To obtain the free acid,

the/
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the calcium suit wee dissolved in a moderate exoess

of dilute hydrochlorio acid and extracted with ether.

Evaporation yielded a syrup which was readily

solidified by allowing to stand in a refrigerator

for an hour and then etirrlng for a short time. It

was purified by reeryatuliization from hot toluene.

The yield of the crude acid was 46 gr. which gave 30 gc.

after three crystallizations,

n.p. 90-92°.

&• Heaolution of d -Hydroxy- l-shenylpropionio acid.
69

The method devised by Mackenale making use of

powdered morphine was followed precisely. The yield

of the d-acid was 9.0 gr. ra.p. 122-123°.
» 0.67° Length of tube « 1 dora.

•26.06° 0 s 2.571 (npnrox. 0.15 M)

"43.26° of. Mackenzie s22.8°

The ©nantioraorphouely related add was obtained

from the mother liquors from which the d-salt had

separated, by evaporation of the water under reduced

pressure to a volume of about 50 ml. The acid was

isolated from the l-sult by the above jaethod, and the

crude acid crystallized from water when 7.5 gr. of the

1-acid vera obtained. The molting point was not

sharp, being 119-122°.
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> -0.65° Length of tuhe = 1 dam.rt.ii

JZJ™ m -85.34° C . 2.565 (approx. 0.15)

fnf" . -42.07°
X*4/

Preparation of d-Tartranillc acid.

200 gr.d-Tartarlo acid

380 ml. Aniline

The method used wee that suggested by Tingle end
70

Bates. These authors do not describe their method

in greet detail. The following 1b a more detailed

account of the procedure adopted.

Tartranllic acid woe prepared by the hydrolysis

of tortranillde obtained as follows

To 200 gr.of tartaric acid were added 380 ml. of

aniline, and the mixture heated in an oil bath at

140-150° for three to four hours. The resulting mass

was extracted with four litres of hot water to remove

unchanged tartaric acid, then washed with shout one

litre of alcohol and filtered. The resulting

tartranllide was found to be sufficiently pure for

the next stage of the preparation.

Yield 90 gr.

It was found necessary to carry out the hydrolysis

in dilute alkaline solution, the best yields being

obtained with a 1% solution.

To /
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To 20 gr. of tartranllide one litre of potassium

hydrcocide solution containing 10 gr. alkali per litre

was added, and the mixture boiled until a dear

eolution was obtained (about two houre). This sol¬

ution was niEde acid with dilute hydrochlorio aold

to liberate the tartranilic aoid, and evaporated to

400 ml. under reduced pressure. On cooling

tartranllio acid separated. It was purified by

reoryetallisation from hot water and decolourised by

means of animal charcoal.

Colourless plates, ra.p. 180-181°. Yield 30 gr.

d-Camphor-lO-aulphonie acid.

The aoid was obtained in two batches of 100 gr.

one from BritlBh 3>rug Houses Ltd., and the other from

Hopkins and Williams Ltd. Hecryetallization from

ethyl acetate produced only r very slight alteration
*

of rotation. The rotation of sample solutions of

the t*30 batches were compered: differences in

rotation were found to fall within the experimental

error, as the following table eho?/B.

Rotation of d-camphor-lO-sulphonlo aoid.

Molar oono. - 0.10

Experimental error = 0.02°
Source (^544,1

B.33.H. 2.4G0
2.45°

H.& W.
o2.46"

Ltd. 2.47°
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PARTI.
EffectontheMolecularRotationofElectrolytesproducedbytheAddition ofOpticallyInactiveCompounds. TABLE1.

Sodiumcamphorate.Molarconc.1.003.Effectontherotationproducedby theadditionofvarioussubstances.
Molarcono.oftheaddedsubstances1.00. /\=IncreaseIncaused"bytheadditionoftheinactivecompound. Wt.ofsodiumcaraphorate!)ineachsolution•12.24gr.

i
<2

CJ1
I

AddedCompound
Density D3«

Weightof Water

d^°
SAGI

ao $A<bl

A

Sodiumcamphorate Sodiumchloride Forraamide TJrea Glycine Acetamide Glycerol Methylurea Thiourea Dioxan Pyridine Urethane

1.095 1.124 1.104 1.106 1.116 1.096 1.128 1.109 1.109 1.100 1.096 1.104

42.50gr. 41.02gr, 40.67gr. 40.07gr. 39.83gr. 39.77gr. 39.55gr. 39.48gr. 39.43gr. 38.79gr. 38.64gr. 37.92gr.

21.65° 23.17° 22.32° 22.17° 22.28° £2.43° 22.28° 22.30° 22.82° 23.51° 24.27° 23.35°

+53.95° 57.73° 55.62° 55.25° 55.51° 55.89° 55.51° 55.56° 56.85° 58.59° 60.46° 58.19°

+3.28 1.67° 1.30° 1.56° 1,94° 1.56° 1.61° 2.90° 4.64° 6.51° 4.24°



TABLiS2

Ammoniumaubromocaraphor--1l-aulphonate.Molarconc.0.1.Effectonthe rotationproducedbytheadditionofvarioussubstances. Molarconc.oftheaddedsubstances1.00.
/\pIncreasein[bQILeauaedbytheadditionoftheInactivecompound. Wt.ofammoniuma-bromocaraphor-11-sulphonateineachsolution•1.640gr. AddedCompound

^Density

Weightof

1HJS*.

A

Di:

Water

Sodiumchloride
1.053

48.00

gr.

+13.97®
+349.2°

+2.0°*

Formaraide

1.021

47.12

gr.

13.93°

348.2°

2.0°

Methylalcohol
1.007

47.02

gr.

13.89°

347.2°

Q.OX*

Glycine

1.046

46.84

gr.

13.90° 13.94°

347.4°

[Jrea

1.030

46.76

gr.

348.3

1.1°+

Acetonitrile

1.008

46.70

gr.

13.98°

349.5°

3.3°

Aceticacid

1.022

46.38

gr.

14.03°

351.1° 348.7°

3.9°*

Thiourea

1.035

46.33

gr.

13.95°

2.5°

Aceta&ide

1.017

46.29

gr.

14.01°

350.1°

3.9°

Monochloracetic
1.047

45.89

gr.

14.19°

354.6°

7.7°*

acid Acetone

1.006fJ

45.73

gr.

14.14°

353.5

7.3°

Glycerol

1.05S

45.41

gr.

14.05°

351.1°

3.9°*

pyridine

1.015

45.18

gr.

14.08°

351.9°

5.7°

EJrethane

1.024

45J.3

gr.

14.13°

354.4°

8.2°

0.9991

44.87

13.72°

343.0°

-3.2°

Didtiiyidniino

gr.

*Resultsmarkedthusaretakenfromthethesis"TheOpticalActivityof Electrolytes"byNeilCampbell.Themolecularrotationofthepureammonium saltinthiscasewasslightlygreater(1.0°),soasmallerror(1/350)is involvedinthecomparisonoftheseresultswiththoseobtainedbytheauthor.



TABLE3.

Sodiumtartrate.Molaroono.0.25.Effectontherotationproducedbytheaddition ofvarioussubstances.
Molarconc.ofthesubstancesadded1.00. A58IncreaseinJM]^,producedbytheadditionoftheinactivecompound. Wt.ofsodiumtartrateineachsolution-2.875gr. AddedCompound

Density

Weightof

r-t3"
64-Wt

M£«

A

Dll

Water

1.034

48.83gr.

+7.01°

+70.08°

Sodiumchloride
1.072

47.82gr.

6.93°

69.28"

-0.80°

Methylalcohol

1.028

46.94gr.

7.01°

70.08°

*0.0

Urea

1.050

46.61gr.

7.36°

73.58°

-+3.50°

Glycine

1.064

46.59gr.

7.29°

72.88°

+2.80°

Acetonitrile

1.028

46.46gr.

7.04°

70.39°

+0.31°

AceticAcid

1.042

46.35gr.

5.89°

58.80°

-11.28°

Thiourea

1.054

46.13gr.

7.67°

76.68°

+6.60°

Acetamide

1.037

46.04gr.

7.11°

71.09°

+1.01°

Ifethylurea

1.047

45.77gr.

7.22°

72.18°

+2.10°

Acetone

1.026

45.57gr.

6.99°

69.88°

-0.20°

Glycerol

1.055

45.28gr•

7.05°

70.49

+0.41

Pyridine

1.035

45.19gr.

6.97°

69.68°

-0.40°

Urethane

1.045

44.91gr.

7.07°

70.68°

+0.60°



■ilftcs ,s?lM-kfetaqdagBotpUgpofft^:qn«glac_trolyt3produced|gtheAdditionof TABLE4.

Diethyltartrate.Molarcone,0.02.Bffeotontherotationproducedby theadditionofvarioussubstances.
Molareono.oftheaddedsubstance1.00. A=Increasein[M]^causedbytheadditionoftheinactivecompound,

wt.ofdiethyltartrateineachsolutions2.06'gr. AddedCompound
Density

Weightof

A

Djo

water

1.009

48.79gr.

+5.00°

+62.47®

m

yeraami&e

1.016

46.49gr.

5.02®

62.72®

40.25®

Glycine

1.C40

46.19gr.

4.52°

56.46®

-6.01®

Urea

1.023

46.09gr.

5.16®

64.46°

+1.99°

Acetamice

1.012

45.79gr.

5.07®

63.34°

40.87®

AceticAdd

1.017

45.77gr.

4.91® 4.99®

61.35®

-1.12°

Acetone

1.014

45.74gr.

62.33®

-0.14°

Methylurea

1.023

45.39gr.

5.16®

64.46®

41.99°

Dioxan

1.019

45.09gr.

4.70®

58.72®

-3.75°

Glycerol

1.030

44.84gr.

4.85®

60.59°

-1.88°

pyridine

1.011

44.54gr.

5.10J

63.72®

41.25®

Diethyladne

0.9995

44.26gr.

5.45®

68.10®

45.63®

Urethane

1.021

44.04gr.

5.00®

62.72®

-0.00°



EffectontheMolecularRotationofElectrolytesandNon-electrolytesofchangeofsolvent. TABLE5

Sodiumcamphorate.Molarcono.0.0Q935.Molecularrotationinaqueousalcoholsolutions. A«Increaseinproducedbytheadditionofethylalcohol.
6aDielectricconstantofthemixture. Wt.ofsodiumcaraphorateineachsolution*1.090gr. Wt.ofEthyl

wt.$

Molar

Density

Weightof

cX^

MS-

A

—i

£

Alcohol

Alcohol

cone,.
*

~r>

A©

Water

0.0gr.

0.0

1.007

49.20gr.
+1.38° 1.43°

+38.61°
+0.0®

3.955gr.

7.943

1.720

0.9956

44.73gr.

40.00° 40.57®

1.39® 1.96®

•

7.910gr.

16.04

6.974

0.9860

40.30gr.

1.45®

70.25

LI.860gr.

24.29

10.56

0.9768

35.89gr.

1.46°

40.85°

2.24°

64.75

L5.820gr»

32.83

14.28

0.9640

31.29gr.

1.51®

42.25°

3.64°

59.25

{L9.770gr.
41.64

18.10

0.9497

26.63gr.

1.53®

42.81®

4.20®

54.10

23.73gr.

51.00

22.18

0.9305

21.70gr.

1.55®

43.36°

4.75°

49.90

27.69gr.

60.74

26.41

0.9114

16.80gr.

1.58®

44.21®

5.60°

44.50

31.64gr.

71.19

30.95

0.8890

11.72gr.

1.58®

44.21°

5.60°

38.35

The\raluesforthedielectricconstantoftheabovemixturesofethyl
alcoholandwaterwereobtainedfromthe"InternationalCriticalTcblea".



TABLE6

Sodiumcamphorate.Molaroono.0,268.Effectontherotationproducedbythe additionofequalvolumesofvariousaloohols.
Thevolumeofalcoholaddedwas10ml.Solutionsweretherebyobtainedwhichhad practicallythesameweightofwaterineverycase.

A«Increaseinproducedbytheadditionofthealcohol.
£=Dielectricconstantofthemixture.

!Alcohol

Weightof

Density

Weightof

oCS*.

[MjA,

A

i

Aloohol

DS°.

Water

V

!

0.0gr.

1.081

47.78gr.

4.29°

40.01®

0.0

!Methyl

7.89gr.

0.9305

35.35gr.

4.43?

41.31°

1.30°

71.25

Ethyl

7.91gr.

0.9287

35.23gr•

4.60°

42.90°

2.89°

70.50

n-?ropyl

8.04gr.

0.9307

35.22gr.

4.64°

43.27°

3.25°

1so-?ropyl
7.85gr.

0.9307

35.40gr.

4.65°

43.37°

3.36°

TABLE7

Sodiumcamphorate.Molarcono.0.268.Effectontherotationproducedbythe additionofvariousalcohols.
Molarconc.oftheaddedalcoholswaa1.00.

/\gIncreaseinproducedbytheadditionofthealoohol. Alcohol

Density D

Weightof Water.

—■n
[M]3A,

A

Methyl Ethyl

1.021 0.9452 0.9464

47.78gr. 42.36gr. 41.75gr.

4.29° 4.32° 4.36°

40.01° 40.29° 40.66°

0.28° 0.65°

n-Propyl iso-Propyl
0.9428 0.9426

40.86gr. 40.85gr.

4.44° 4.46°

41.41° 41.59°

1.40° 1.58°



TABLiS8

Sodiumcamohorate.Molaroonc.0,06935.MolecularrotationInaqueous pyridinesolutions.

AsIncreasein[ifJI-IU.producedbytheadditionofpyridine.
£ _Dielectricconstantofthemixture. Wt.ofsodiumcamphoratoineachsolution«1.090gr. heightof Pyridine

Weight$

Density

Weightof

A

Pyridine

Dr.

Water

0.00

1.007

49.25gr.

1.38°

38.61°

0.00^

9.74

1.011

44.55gr.

1.53°

42.81°

4.20°

19.45

1.013

39.74gr.

1.62°

45.33°

6.72°

29.14

1.014

34.84gr.

1.75°

48.96°

10.35°

39.24

1.015

30.45gr.

1.82°

50.93°

12.32°

48.53

1.015

23.53gr.

1.93°

54.00°

15.39°

58.28

1.014

20.06gr.

2.05°

57.36°

18.75°

4.924gr. 9.949gr. 14.770gr. 19.200gr. 24.620gr. 29.550gr.



TABLE9

Diethyltartrate.Molarcone.0,1994.MolecularrotationsInaqueous alooholsolutions.
Z\=Increasein[siJSU,producedbytheadditionofalcohol.. St.ofdiethyltartrateineachsolution=2.054gr. Weightof Aloohol

Weightfo Aloohol

Density Dfo

Weightof Water

A

c

-

-

1.009

48.44gr.
+4.92°

4"ol.69°

-

3.355gr.
7.932

0.9970

43.85gr.

4.790

60.05

-1.64°

_

7.91sr.
16.04

0.9860

39.35gr.

4.48°

56.16®

-5.53°

70.25

11.86gr.
24.33

0.9752

34.83gr.

3.98®

47.65°
-14.04°

64.75

15.82gr.
32.94

0.9610

30.19gr.

3.42°

42.87°
-18.82°

59.25

19.77gr.
41.86

0.9448

25.42gr.

2.91°

36.49

-25.20°

54.00

23.73gr.
51.65

0.9187

20.16gr.

2.429

30.34®
-31.35®

48.50

£7.68gr.
61.80

0.8958

15.06gr.

8.18

27.33°
-34.36°

43.00

31.34gr.
73.11

0.S656

9.590gr.
1.94°

24.32®
-37.37°

37.50

Thevaluesforthedielectricconstantofthemixturesaretakenfro® the"InternationalCriticalTables".



TABES10

Diethyltartrate.Molarcone,0,1994,Molecularrotationslaaqueous pyridinesolutions.

A-Increaseinproducedbytheadditionofthepyridine. Wt.ofdiethyltartrateineachsolution•2.Q54gr. heightof
Weight%

Density

Weightof

OCsVfci

A

e

Pyridine

Pyridine

D

Water

1.009

48.44gr.
+4.92°

+51.69®

o

4.924gr.

9.721

1.013

43.64gr.

5.09°

63.81®

+2.12°

9.849gr.
19.43

1.014

38.79gr.

5.17°

64.82°

3.13°

2

14.77gr.
29.12

1.015

33.93gr.

5.21°

65.31°

4.62°

P

19.70gr.
39.74

1.015

29.00gr.

5.55°

69.58°

7.89°

(B **

24.62gr.
43.53

1.015

24.08gr.

5.78°

73.58°

11.89° 17.17°

£

29.55gr.
58.24

1.015

19.15gr.

6.290

78.86°

34.27gr.
67.72

1.012

14.29gr.

6.85°

85.88°

24.19®

39.40gr.
78.21

1.007

8.930gr.

7.46°

93.53°

31.84°

Thedielectricconstantsofthorsixtureewerenotavailable,butsince
thedielectricsconstantofpyridineie12.5,andthatofwaterie80itmay bepresumedthatthevalueofthedielectricconstantdecreasesintheaboveseries.



TABLE11.

Nicotine.Molarcone.0.02.Rotationsinaqueousalcoholsolutions. A*Increasein[m]s^<producedbytheadditionofalcohol.
Wt.ofnicotineineachsolution-0.162gr. (■-Dielectricconstantofthemixture. Weightof Alcohol

Weight% Alcohol

Density D"

Weightof Water

/aô 546.1

[MgU

A

-1.22°

-152.5®

«■»

-1.25°

-156.3°
+■3.8°

-1.30®

-162.5®

10.0®

-1.36°

-170.0®

17.5®

-1.46°

-182.5°

30.0°

-1.54®

-192.5®

40.0®

-1.65°

-201.6®

49.1°

-1.71®

-213.7®

61.2°

-1.81°

-226.2°

73.7®

3.955gr. 7.910gr. 11.86gr. 15.82gr. 19.77gr. 23.73gr. 27.68gr. 31.64gr.

8.015 16.21 24.61 33.33 42.42 52.14 62.37 73.47

1.000 0.9865 0.9757 0.9640 0.9493 0.9319 0.9099 0.8874 0.8612

49.86gr. 45.22gr. 40.72gr. 36.19gr. 31.49gr. 26.68gr. 21.65gr. 16.54gr. 11.27gr.



TABLE12

Niootlne.Molaroonc.0.02.RotationsInaqueouspyridinesolutions. /\*Increasein[h]£mproducedbytheadditionofthepyridine, wt.ofnicotineineachsolution»0.162gr. £sDielectricconstantofthemixtures. Weightof

Weight%

Density

Weightof

HBm*

A

Pyridine

Pyridine

B£

Water

1.000

49.86gr.

-1.22?

-152.5°

.

4.924gr.

9.817

1.002

45.07gr.

-1.14®

-142.5°

-10.0°

9.349gr.

19„61

1.004

40.22gr.

-1.13°

-141.3°

-11.2°

14.77gr.

29.36

1.006

35.37gr.

-1.14?

-142.5°

-10.0°

19.70gr.

39.14

1.007

30.46gr.

-1.14°

-142.5°

-10.0°

24.62gr.

48.90

1.007

25.57gr.

-1.17®

-146.2?

-6.30°

29.55gr.

58.69

1.007

20.65gr.

-1.22°

-152.5°

40.00®

34.27gr.

68.22

1.004

15.80gr.

-1.27°

-158.8°

+6.30°

39.40gr.

78.77

1.000

10.45gr.

-1.42°

-180.0°

+10.45°



TABLE13

d-cc-n^Bntylpropionlcacid.RotationInvarioussolvents. Capacityofstandardflasks8t20.0®C.■9.98ml.
Solvent

Weightofacidin
Mdcm.}

oCfw

ML

Density

((e.s.u.)

100ml.soln.

or.

Aoetone

4.928gr.

2

+2.50°

+32.97®

21.4$

Ethylalco¬

5.000gr.

1

1.24°

32.24°

-

26.50

hol Benzene

4.946gr.

2

2.43°

31.39®

-

2.28

Sexane

5.000gr.

2

2.34°

30.42®

-

1.87

Ether

5.004gr.

2

2.330

30.05®

-

Acetonitrile
5.000gr.

1

1.12®

29.07°

0.7945

38.60

Methylalco¬
5.001gr.

1

1.11°

28.81®

0.8052

33.10

hol Chlorobanzene
5.048gr.

1

1.06®

27.30°

1.095

5.94

iJitromethane
4.997gr.

1

0.98®

25.4S®

1.127

39.40

Nitrobenzene
5.010gr.

1

0.91®

23.60®

1.190

36.10

Aniline

5.027§r*

1

0.81°

20.94°

1.032

7.25



TABLE14

Camphoricaold.Molarcone.0,35.Rotationlavariouseolvents. Wt.ofcamphoricacidIneachsolution0.50gr. Solvent

/ao
(X544.1

Density Di°0

£(e.s.u.)

yUXlO'8

Formicacid
+1.96°

+98.0°

1.205

>62

(90,5inwater) Propylalcohol
2.02°

101.0°

0.8112

21.8

1.66

Ethylalcohol
2.25°

112.5°

0.7949

26.5

1.70

Methylaloohol
2.25°

112.5°

0.8019

33.1

1.68

Acetonltrlle
2.32°

116.0°

0.7921

38.8

3.20

Formamide

*0.60°

120.0°

1.1420

>84.0

Acetone

2.44°

122.0°

0.7962

21.43

2.80

Diethylmelon-
2.48°

124.0°

1.0550

7.90

2.56

ate Anieole

2.90°

145.0°

0.9956

4.35

1.05

Beiusaldehyde
3.17°

158.5°

1.049

18.0

2.75

Aniline

3.74°

187.0°

1.0A5

7.25

1.56

£=Dielectricconstantofthesolvent.(InternationalCriticalTahlea). x/o'sElectricMomentofthesolvent.('ElectricMomentandMolecularStructure", C.y.Smyth).

*'1dcm.tube.



8AHLXL.

TABL315.

AlkalisaltsofA-a-n-Butylpropionicfield,Variationofrotationwithchange ofconcentration.
Capacityofstandardflasksat20.Q°C.s9.98ml.Lengthofpolftrimetertube»1flea. Lithiumsalt. Fsightofsaltin 100rsl.soln.

Molaroono.
DensityDll

<*s?Ui

MS*.

20.94gr. 10.50gr. 5.322gr. 2.660gr. 1.325gr.

1.541 0.780 0.396 0.198 0.096

1.027 mm 1.008 1.004 1.002

+2.05° 1.45° 0.75° 0.38 0.20°

+12.73° 18.78° 19.15° 19.41° 20.50°

TABL816.

Sodiumsalt. Weightofsaltin 100ml.ofsoln.
Molaroono.
Densitym%

/20 (A14W

[MjsL,

23.46gr. 11.74gr. 5.900gr. 2.949gr. 1.983gr. 1.470gr.

1.544 0.780 0.391 0.196 0.129 0.098

1.050 1.030 1.014 1.007 1.005 1.003

+1.98° 1.46° 0.76° 0.38° 1.06° 0.20°

+12.82° 18.89° 19.57° 19.84° 20.40° 20.67°



TABLE17

Alkalisaltsofd-g-n-Butylproplonlcacid.Ifarintionofrotation«lthohanga DO,1111I—»«*—■»'—-■—>1*1—IMMW—■K—M—l—m-*mm*0rnfmmm—1■—Iin■->i■wl»l—■>—fc—fc<*im—WWWMIMWSWWai ofconcentration.

Capacityofstandardflaakeat20.Q°C.•9.98ml.Lengthofpolarlraeter tube«1dotn. Potassiumsalt Wel#itofsaltin 100ml.sola.

Molarcone.
Density BIS

/AO

HRU

85.94gr. 13.00gr. 6.476gr. 3.838gr. 1.658gr.

1.543 0.779 0.388 0.193 0.096

1.058 1.046 1.016 1.007 1.004

+1.95® 1.40° 0.75® 0.38® 0.22°

+12.64® 18.11® 19.43° 19.73® 21.29®



TABLE18

Alkalisaltsoftt-Hydroxy-ft-phenylproplonloacid,Variationofrotationwith changeofconcentration.
Capacityofflaakeat15.0°C.«5.00ral.Lengthofpolarimetertube0.50dea. Sodiumaalt{saltofd-acidj. Weightofsalt

Molaroonc.
Donsit? D£

AO

GA.s^c.*

0.09356gr. 0.2819gr. 0.2819gr. 0.4697gr. 0.6585gr. 0.9401gr.

0.10 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.70 1.00

1.006 1.020 1.020 1.034 1.048 1.067

+0.46®H 1.38° 1.39° £.32® 3.22° 4.58°

+92.47® 92.00® 92.70® 91.87® 91.94° 91.60°

TABLE19

Potassiumsalt(aaltofd-aoid). Weightofsalt
Molaroonc.
Density

CX

0.1018gr. 0.3054gr. 0.5101gr. 0.7145gr. 1.0210gr.

0.10 0.30 0.50 0.70 1.00

1.005 1.023 1.037 1.052 1.074

+0.95°* 1.43° 2.37® 3.29® 4.69°

+95.21® 95.21® 94.43® 93.97° 93.73°

*•Lengthoftube1dcm.



TABLSSO

Alkaliaaltaofct-Hydroxy-nhenylproplonloacid.Variationofrotation withchangeofconcentration.
Capacityofflasksat15.0°C.-5.00ral.LengthofpolariTaetertuba0.50dem. Ammoniumaalt(saltof1-aeid). Weightofsalt

Molaroonc.
Density B»

0.09152gr. 0.2746gr. 0.4572gr. 0.5406gr. 0.9155gr.

HOooo

83S8S

1.003 1.012 1.021 1.028 1.040

-0.91° -1.36° -2.24° -3.11® -4.40°

-90.99® -90.52° -89.56° -88.88° -87.96°

Theammoniumsaltdidnotappeartobestableinaqueoussolution
sincethesolutionineveryoaeewaealkaline,due,prehumftbly,tothe liberationofammonia.Thesolutiontherefore,waspreparedand examinedasrapidlyaspossible.



TABLEgl

d-TartranilioacidandItsalkalisalts.Variationofrotationwithchange""ll1mm11».i..-1-IIIu11#I-TminiMmmmmumm■.»■■■«wwwwwiwwmi——m—mm*wiiiiiWim ofooncontration.

d-Tartranllleaold. Weightofacid
Molarconc.
Density Dio

C?Cs-«4<,*

M2U,

0.2100gr.

0.018

1.001

+1.89°

+253.1°

0.5250gr.

0.047

1.004

4.64°

248.5°

0.8400gr.

0.075

1.006

7.39®

247.4°

1.0500gr.

0.093

1.007

9.14°

244.7°

1.3650gr*

0.120

1.009

11.80°

243.1°

1.5750gr.

0.137

1.010

13.51°

242.3°

TABLE22

Sodiumsalt. Weightofsalt
Molarcono.
DensityDH

/ao
OKiS4*C»t

S*-4>l

0.2305gr.

0.018

1.002

+2.10®

+281.3°

0.6779gr.

0.0549

1.005

6.14°

278.3°

1.0370gr.

0.084

1.008

9.28°

276.2°

1.1530gr.

0.093

1.009

10.28°

275.2°

2.3050gr.

0.180

1.018

20.30°

271.9°

3.4570gr.

0.280

1.028

30.08°

268.6°

Capacityofstandardflaafejat20.0*0•»50.01zsl«Leivjttiofpolari&ethrtuba=*4dom*



TABLE23

d-TartranllicaolflanditBalkalisalts.Variationofrotationwithchange ofconcentration.

Potassiumsalt. Weightofsalt
Molarcono.

Density Dio

0.2455gr. 0.6138gr. 0.9819gr. 1.2270gr. 2.4550gr* 3.4570gr.

0.018 0.047 0.075 0.093 0.180 0.280

1.001 1.005 1.008 1.009 1.021 1.030

+2.11° 5.19® 8.26° 10.22® 20.26° 30.15®

+279.9° 277.9® 275.2° 273.8° 271.3® 269.2°

TABLE24

Lithiumsalt. Weightofsalt
Molaroono.

Density D*o

/20 (AS4-M

0.2155gr. 0.5387gr. 0.8288gr. 1.0770gr. 2.1550gr.

0.018 0.047 0.075 0.093 0.180

1.002 1.003 1.008 1.009 1.014

+2.39® 5.96® 8.10° 11.87® 23.29®

+284.7° 283.6° 282.0° 282.6® 277.0°

Capacityofstandardflasksat20.0*0•*50.01ml.Lengthofpolarimetortube«4desu



TABLE85

d-Camphor-lO-sulphonicaoldanditsalkaliaalta.Variationofrotation withchangeofconcentration.
Capacityofstandardflasksat20.0°C.*50.01ml.Lengthofthepolarimeter tube=4den. d-oamphor-lO-sulphonicaoid. Weigitofaeld

Molaroonc.
Density DS

cCSw.

0.1190gr.

0.0093

1.001

+0.25°

+65.62°

0.1153gr.

0.0093

1.001

0.24°

64.48®

0.3487gr.

0.028

1.001

0.74®

66.31®

0.5806gr.

0.046

1.003

1.23°

66.19®

1.1600gr.

0.093

1.007

2.46°

66.25®

3.4800gr.

0.278

1.020

7.48®

67.16®

5.8000gr.

0.464

1.032

12.61®

67.92®

8.1200gr.

0.649

1.045

17.83®

68.60®

11.600gr.

0.928

1.065

26.10®

70.30®



TABLE26.

d-Caaphor-10-Bulphoalcaoldanditsalkalisalts.Variationofrotation withchangeofconcentration.
Capacityofstandardflasksat20.0®C.«50.01ml.Lengthofthepolarineter tube*4dcm. Sodiumsalt Weigitofsalt

Molarcono.
Density

fPCs-W.!

0.1276gr.

0.0093

1.000

+0.25°

+66.62°

0.1276gr.

0.0093

0.24°

63.92°

0.6354gr.

0.047

1.004

1.250

68.88°

1.2700gr.

0.093

1.008

2.47°

66.13°

3.8100gr.

0.280

1.025

7.30°

65.13°

6.3500gr.

0.467

1.043

11.92®

63.83°

8.8900gr.

0.654

1.059

16.54°

63.25°

12.700gr.

0.934

1.085

23.35°

62.52°



TABLS27

d-Caraphqr-10-sulphonioaoldanditaalkalisalta.Variationofrotation
mimmiWiwiimimiwiiBm■.—■mwhhumi■'tmmww'■n''*•■"■■•""■iii-i.-ml■ImiHinmmmnWWmil-iWW withchangeofconcentration.

Capacityofstandardflasksat20.0°C.•50.01nl.Lengthofthepolarirneter tube*4dom. Potassiumsalt Weightofsalt
Molaroonc.

Density D>o

oCiw

M2L,

0.1348gr. 0.1348gr. 0.6747gr. 1.3500gr. 4.0510gr. 6.7500gr. 9.4500gr. 13.500gr.

0.0094 0.0094 0.047 0.094 0.281 0.468 0.656 0.937

hhhhhhhh

.*••••»•

oooooooo

sssssggg

+0.24° 0.24° 1.25° 2.49° 7.37° 12.17° 16.97° 24.30°

+64.10° 64.10° 66.72° 66.42° 65.52° 64.92® 64.68° 64.82°

TABLS28

Lithiumsalt Weightofsalt
Molaroono.

Density »-%

k..

0.1192gr. 0.1192gr. 0.5948gr. 1.1900gr. 3.5680gr. 5.9500gr. 8.3300gr. 11.910gr.

0.0093 0.0093 0.046 0.093 0.279 0.465

1.001 1.001 1.003 1.007 1.021 1.036

+0.24° 0.25® 1.24® 2.48° 7.41° 12.26°

+64.39° 67.07° 66.65° 66.65° 66.40° 65.91°

0.651 0.930

1.050 1.071

17.08° 24.29°

65.54° 64.73°



TABLE29

Conductivityofd-caraphor-10-BuIphonloaoldanditssodiumBaitat18.0°C. Cellconstant■1.149 Specificconductivityofstandardpotasalinochloridesolutionat18.0°C. .0.011163.

d-caaphor-10-sulphonioadd. Molaroono.of aold

v/eono.

Heelstanceof solution

Conductivityof solution

Specific Conduct.
Equivalent Conductivity

0.025

0.1581

149.3ohas.
0.006697r.o.
0.007696

307.9

0.050

0.2237

76.5M

0.01307"

0.02772

299.7

0.100

0.3162

39.9"

0.02506w

0.02880

288.0

0.150

0.3873

27.3w

u.03663n

0.04209

280.6

TABLE30

Sodiumsalt. Molarcone.of acid

yconc.

insistenceox solution

Conductivityof solution

Specific Conduct.

Equivalent Conduct!vltV

0.025

0.1581

821.0ohas.
0.001533r.o.
0.001762

56.01

0.050

0.2237

437.0w

0.002289«•

0.002629

52.59

0.100

0.3162

230.5"

0.004339"

0.004986

49.86

0.150

1

0.3873

164.3w

0.0)6087«

0.006995

46.63



TA3&B31,

TetrarathylanaopiraChloride.Temperature20°C. Densityofwaterat2Q°C.»Q.9932.Densityofsolidsalt«1.169. n+% salt

SI

(Mole/1000sr. water)

It.ofsalt/
1000gr.water

—■"'aw Density64 ofSolution
Vol.ofSalt
Tel.of Solution

Theoretical Vol.ofScin.
Expansion

1
2

4 6 8

0.1354 0.3806 0.3832 0.7044

lo.iosr. 20.40sr. 41.66#r* 63.84gr. 86.96gr*

0*9994" 0.9987 0.9991 0.9997 1.0003

9.64cc. 17.46cc* 38.63CC. 54.89ce« 74.40cc.

loxi.7oc. 1021.8C0. 1092.6cc. 1064.2cc# X036.6CC.
lOXO.6CO. 1019.5cc. 1037.7cc. 1056.6cc* 1076.4cc.

1.1cc. 2.3cc. 4.9cc* 7.6cc. 10*2cc.

sa.

TetraethylaccioniOKChloride.TcnperaUtra21»C. Densityofwaterat21°C.*0*3980.Densityofaclidsalt»1.080X, 1

0.0510

lb.10sr.

0.3963

3.35cc.

10X1.3ce.
1011.35cc.
0*45cc.

2

0.1233

20.40sr.

0.3966

18*90cc*

1021.8cc*
1020,9

CO*

0*90cct

4

0.2518

41.66gr.

0.9990

38.59ce.

1042*3cc*
1040*6

cc*

2.20cc.

6

0.3358

63.34sr.

0.9995

59.12cc.

1064.4ce*
1061.1

eCO*

3.30cc.

12

0.8257

86.96sr.

1.0011

126.20CC.
1135.0cc.
1128*2

60.

6*80CO.

,r,._,.„_MolecularofsaltEoleculrxvolumeofsalt»
Densityofsolidsalt Tfc*ofmter4wt*ofsalt.»10004?J»,

Volumeofsolution**zr—7ZZT''Z'g'VU'i'" .vj""U*48Sol.«rt*efsalt)Den&itjtofSolutiond*
Theoreticalvoluaeofsolution«Voluceofwater4Voluacofsalt.
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DAeoueelon of Bean^ta.

The effect of added substances on the rotation of

Optically satire electrolytes. (pp. 75-8$ Figs. 1-4).

The results obtained by several workers, -

as 87 61
Stubbe, Daraola, Bule, - on the addition of neutral

salta to aqueous solutions of optloally active

electrolytes have bean Interpreted as indicating a

dominant influence of the cations of the added

salts. Evidence is at hand to skow:-

1) That similar changes may be produced

a) By the addition of neutral salts to an

optloally active non-eleotrolyte in aqueous

solution and in the homogeneous state -

54
Patterson and Anderson,

h) By the addition of weak electrolytes and non-

eloctrolytes to aqueous solutions of an
60

optically eotlva electrolyte - Campbell.

S) That the addition of neutral salts to aqueous

solutions of an optically aotive electrolyte may

produoa changes in rotation which cannot be

explained on the basis of Ionic influence - Carapb

To provide fresh data on this matter an

Investigation/

60
Oil.
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inveetigation of the effect of adding certain

organic non-electrolytes to aqueous solutions of

three electrolytes and one non-electrolyte was

undertaken. The optically aotiv# compounds used

were:-

1) Sodium oaraphorate 1.003 M.
8) Aramonium-cX-broraooaaphor- u-aulphonate

0.1 M.
3) Sodium tartrate 0.85 U.
4) Sthyl tartrate 0.20 H.

The results obtained are tabulated on p. 75-3.

In these tables the solutions are listed r.ccor&ing

to of water present. In the following

abbreviated tables they are arranged according to

the Tsagnltudo of A§|<J SoS4.4I »

Rotations o£ 3odium Giuinhor-
ate 1.003 M in presence of
adieu a'ub stances.

Added Subs fcanoe

nr^)
Urea
Olyolne
Glycerol
Methylurea
Pormareide
Aaetamide
Thiourea
Urethane
Dioxan
Pyrldlne
NaCl

A
+ 1.30"

1.56®
1.56°
1.61®
1.67®
1.94®
2.90?
4.24®
4.04®
6.51°

HotntlgnB of Ammonium
o£bromooamohor*l IT -eul'oh'onate
6.1 It in uroeenc* of
added substances.

Added Substance
—rnp
DiethyXasdne
Methylurea
Urea
Glycine
Forward, fie
Thiourea
Me thylurea
Aoetonitrile
Acetic acid
Glycerol
Aeet&nlda
Pyridine
Aaat one

Monoohloracetic
sold

TJre thane

A
-3.2®
±0.0®
+1.1°
1.2°
2.0®
2.6®
2.5®
3.3
3.9®
3.9®
3.9®
5.7®
7,3®
7.7°

9.2°
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Rotations of Sodium Q.i?5 U Rotations of Sthyl Tar-
in prefe'ecce oT*a&d»d trate 0*^(5 U in precencopresence
aubatanoea.

Added Substance
"<i II

Acetic acid
NaOl
Pyridine
Acetone
Methyl alcohol
Aoefionltrlle
Glycerol
Urethane
Aoetamlde
asethyluree
Glycine
tirea
Thiourea

A
-U« ...

- 0,80°
- 0,40
- 0,80°
± 0,00°
+- 0.31°

0.41°
0.60°
1.01°
2'10?
2.80
3.50°
6.60°

of added substances,

Added Substance
ULJi A

Glycine *6,01°
Dioxan -3.76°
Olyeerol -1.88°
Acetic acid -1,12°
Acetone -0.14°
Urethana *0.00°
Pormamide +0.86°
Aoetaiaide 0.87°
Pyridine 1.28°
Olethylaislne 6.63°

The»© tables do not reveal obvious regularities
in the sffeote produced, but several points are to be
noted:-

1) In the oa^ee of sodium cnmphorste and arononiun-

^-broraoaaraphor-TT -oulphonate, tho change in the

rotation ie in the some sense on practically each

occasion, namely positive, the only exoeptlon being

dlothylaiaine in the presence of mamonium^-uroraoeaia-

phor-TT-sulphonate. This ia In ocoord with the

observations of Campbell with regard to the effects

of neutral salts on the rotation of aspionium «C-bromo-

camphor-M -aulphonate. In an exhaustive investigation

involving the addition of many types of salts, he

records only three oases where a lowering of rotation

occurs,/
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oooure, namely, mercuric cyanide, potassium cyanide

and silver nitrate. Moreover, a comparison of the

results obtained above for this electrolyte with

Campbell's results shown on p.45 indicates that the

changes in molecular rotation are of the same order in

both oases. In the case of sodium oamphorate,

the changes are relatively somewhat greater.

This would seem to warrant the conclusion that in

the oase of ammonium oC-bromooamphor-TT-sulphonate at

least, and possibly in that of sodium ©ampharote also,

the addition of substances to aqueous solutions of

these compounds produces changes in the molecular

rotation which are of the earns order of magnitude

and in the same sense, no matter whether the added

oompound is a neutral salt or a non-electrolyte.

2) The changes in rotation produced in the once of

the tartrates are more varied, both raising and

lowering of the rotation talcing place, Saraole

found that the addition of neutral salts to solution*

of sodium tartrate also produced an increase in rot¬

ation lri soma oases, and t? decrease in others. The

effects of neutral salts, however, ere greater than

those observed above. For ertaraple, Dttnaols found

that the specific rotation of a 0.25 M solution of

sodium tartrate was dooressal from 42,5°to 23,0°

by/
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by a 0.6 M solution of barium chloride.

Patterson and Anderson (p.37) showed that

addition of neutral salts to ethyl tartrate eolutione

nearly always lowers the rotation while the addition

of urea raised it. The above results show that

the addition of organic non-electrolytes produces

both effects, but the changes in rotation are less

than those produced by salts. Comparing the

reeulte for sodium tartrate and ethyl tartrate

it appeare that the only oorapounds producing similar

changes In both oases are acetone, aoetamlde, and

urethane.

In those oases then the addition of non-

electrolytes produces changes in rotation whloh,

although similar in certain respects to those

produced by the addition of neutral salts, are not

of the same order.

3) It was thought of interest to investigate the

effeot of substances alleged to possess a

^awltterion" structure in solution, and if possible

to obtain confirmation of the existence of suoh

a structure should suoh compounds produce effects

whioh would relate them more distinctly to electrolyte

than non-electrolytes. The substances involved

were urea, thiourea, methylurea, glycine and possibly

formamide. It cannot be said that these substances

produce/
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produee effects which are extraordinary. In tha

case of sodium camphorate the effect produced by

glycine and glycerol are the same, while In that of

ammonium cX-hromooaraphor-TT -sulphonate the

"swltterlon" subatanose produce the smallest effects

of the non-electrolytes examined. In the case of

sodium tartrate, on the other bond, the bluest

positive changes are produced by them. There Is

moreover no regularity In the order of their effeot,

4) Among the compounds producing the largest effeot

with sodium oamphorate and ammonium oC-broraocamphorHT

sulphonate, are pyridine, dloxan, urbthane, thiourea.

The possibility of complex formation cannot

be excluded in these cases. All these oompounds

are Jcnown to form addition complexes with inorganic

acids or salts, particularly pyridine, which combines

with a very large number of inorganic salts. It

may well be that some such complex is formed by some

of these substances with the electrolytes involved.

Examples of such complexes are:-

Pyridine tJrethsne Thiourea

SC5HBN-t-liCl.
CfiH6N +■ SNaHSOg +- 2Heo

. 6C3H70gN ^ KgBrg . 3CH4NgS-i-CuCl.

A/
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FIGURE 7%
L10LECULAR RO TATIPIT OF AliiONIUIl a-3ROHOCRnPHOR--77-3ULPHONATE
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5) A oonsideratlon of the results obtained with

sodium earaphorate shows that the lnorease In rotation

18 roughly related to the decrease In the weight of

water In the solution (Pig.6). This Is Iobs

apparent in the case of ammonium oUbroraocaraphor-TT-sul-

phonate (Pig.7). A rise in rotation in both these

oases is the effeot obtained by concentrating the

solutions, and while it Is not suggested that the

addition of added substances is primarily a

"concentrating" effeot -an idea whloh is not regarded

favourably by Stubbs -, yet it seems that the part

played by the water may be worthy of consideration.

It is known that ions in solution may be hydrated,

although great differences in opinion exist as to

the degree of hydration. In this connection, however,

it iB interesting to note that non-eleotrolytes,

both polar and non-polar, may, according to
71

JCielland also be "hydrated" in solution. By use of

an entropy deficiency method, Xielland has calculated

the hydration numbers of thirty-two gases end organic

compounds in water. Perhaps the most striking feature

of the reeulte is the fact that the degrees of

hydration of these non-oleotrolytes seem to be quite

as great as those of the oomnon low-valent ionic species

oaloulated by the same method.

Of/
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Of the organic compounds considered, none Is

found to have a hydration number less than 3, while

that of glycerol le 8£-. Of these results Kiel land

eaye, "It le evident that the hydration effects must

have their origin in Van der Waals forces as well
72

as in dlpole or multiple interactions". Kortum

investigating the 11pht absorption in aqueous solutions,

has found salt effects which for non-electrolytes

are of the sarrte order of magnitude as those for

eleotrolyteB. These two observations, taken in

conjunction with the ohangss recorded above of the

effeote of non-electrolytes on optical activity are

suggestive, and it may well be that writer, which

is a common factor in eaoh case, plays an important

part, and the effects of added subatanoes, may owe

their infftuanoe In port to the modification they

produce in the structure of water. Bernal and

Fowler^ave postulated a pseudo-crystalline structure

for water, arising out of its dlpole nature. The

introduction of non-electrolytes may disturb this

structure, and thereby alter the medium surrounding

an optically active compound present, with consequent

alteration of the forces acting upon it. Stated

very simply it ie a question of whether water molecules

are "solute" or "solvent".

While/
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Whlle It is undesirable to lay much stress on

the hydration values oalauluted for subetanoeB In

solution. Binoe widely differing results have been

obtained by different methods, and chemical evidence

Is scanty in many oases, it is possible that In the

light of KislAsad's calculations an explanation may

be suggested as to why neutral salts and non-

eleotrolytss produce somewhat similar changes in

the rotation of optically active aqueous solutions, in

that they are both "appropriating water molecules

to their own use"; and if the weight of water prose

in the solution decreases, then the number of water

molecules unaffected by this "hydration" will also

deorsass, with consequent effects on the optical

rotatory power. Zf such a view were to be accepted,

however, it would be neoessary to distinguish

clearly between the nature of the hydration in the

two classes. It seems most unlikely that non-

electrolytes are chemically hydrated, that is, that

the witer moleoulea are bound to those compounds by

co-ordinate or chemical linkages, but rather that

the water molecules are held in "association" with

the non-electrolyte by polar, or as suggested by

Kislland, Van dor Waals forces. In the case of

salts intense ionic forces are also involved, and

the possibility of chemical hydration must be

admitted./
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admltted.

Whatever may he the explanation of the ohongee

in optioal rotation observed above, it does appear

that substances which are non-ionio oaa produoe

changes which are quite similar to those produced

by highly ionleable substances# Moreover, since

ionisoble subatanoea do not always produce changes

of the same nature, it appears that certain of the

conclusions of Barrels with regard to the effect of

neutral salts on optically active electrolytes,

especially the tartrates are open to doubt. Ae has

been noted above, Darmoie attributes the changes in

rotation with alteration in concentration of the

tartrates, to a deforming effeot of the cation, causing

an increase in rotation. In th© oases where a

decrease Is recorded, lithium, sodium and tetraethyl-

ammonium tartrates he introduces the conception of a

dehydration of the tartrate ion in uresence of the

cations. Thane conclusions may be criticised as

follows.

Whether Darmois is justified in assuming the

tartrate ion to be hydrated Is difficult to say.

There is no chemical evidence on which to base this

assumption, but in the light of the calculations

made by Kiellend, suoh may be the case. If this

be conceded, then both the cation and the anion

are/
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are regarded as hydrated, and only by virtue of a

superior attractive faroe for water molecule© can

the eation be conceived as dehydrating the anion.

This superior attraotlve foroe will reside in the

ability of the cation to be oheraioally hydrated, due

to the Intensity of its lonio field. It is on

this ground that Darraois* explanation of the

extraordinarily large decrease in rotation of

tetraothylammonlum tartrate Is unsatisfactory, for

it Is scarcely likely that an ion of the else of

tetraethylammonium oan have an lonlo field whioh is

comparable to that of lithium or sodium ions. This

matter has been examined from three points of view:-

i)The work of Sldgwio^las shown that there is a
"'f ...V*

osrt&ln relntionship between hydration of ions in

solution and the formation of salt hydrates, namely

that if a ealt forms a hydrate In the solid state its

ions may be hydrated In solution. Ammonium and

substituted ammonium salt s do not as a rule form

hydrates, but some of the tetraathylaimoniura salts do,

e.g. the chloride and the tartrate, Earraols takes this

as evidence of the hydration of the tetroethylaiaraoniura

ion in solution. On the other hand, the formation of

hydrates may be due to the fact that the crystal

lattice is more readily formed by the inoluslon of j
water molecules, as in the case of the alums, and

the/
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and the ion nay not actually be hydrated In

solution.

2) Ionic radii.

Bern&l and Fowler^8conclude that univalent

ions of radius greater than 1.6 $ are not ohamloally

hydrated, and regard &i+ and Na+ ions as permanently

hydrated.

The author has not been able to determine

the precise magnitude of the radius of the tetra-

ethylaiamonium ion duo to the lack of suitable

orystall©graphic data, but the radius for the

tetranethylamnsoniurn ion has been calculated from

an analysis of the crystal structure of tetrn-
73

methylammonium chloride by Wyohoff. _

The values obtained from measuremente of units

are always the sum of the radii of the two ions of

opposite character, and to obtain values for the

individual lone it Is necessary to obtain the

radii of one or two ione by other means. Those radii

are then used as standards. Coldsohmidt take® the
o

radius of the fluorine ion as 1.33 A. This may then

n be applied as follows:-

ci"

X"1" 2.664 A 3.130 A

If J* a 1.33 A then K+ « 1.33 1
If K + = 1.33 2 then Cl" a 1.81 A

Two/
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Two factors raue % be taken into consideration

In such calculations, namely deformation of the

lone, and the nature of the lattice* The effect

of change of lattice la found to he a small hut

definite ohange of distance, which Ooldsehmldt

asaoolatea with change of co-ordination number I.e.

the number of nearest neighbours by which each Ion

Is surrounded. For example, In the NaCl lattice

each Ion 1b surrounded by six of the opposite kind.

In CsCl the number is eight.

3aoharlasen\as worked out the oorreotione

to be applied for

14 The co-ordination number

2) The valency.

The first correction Is the only one which need

be applied In the case under consideration, and the
74

table gives the corrections in going from one

lattice to another provided tho Inert gas structure

of the ion is known (e.g. Li has tBe configuration,

Na has the Wo configuration).

Wyokoff shows the crystal structure of totra-

ethylammoniuia chloride tote a distorted WH^Cl structure,
I.e. the OsGl lattice with co-ordination number 8.

Calculation shows the !f- 01 distance to b© approximately

4.8 2 (co-ordination number 8). Application of the

Saoharlasen correction on the asoumption that the

oompound/
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oompound has the Krypton configuration like the
74* q

ammonium ion (Zaohariasen ) gives the value 4.6 &

(approx.). With the value 1.81 1 for 01*" the
, o

radius of the NfCH^Pion is 2.8 A (approx.). That
this value is approximately correct is shown hy

considering the NH^~ radius which is 1.44 1
(Zschariasen). The quaternary compound must he

considerably greater, and henoe also the value for

N(CgHgwill he still larger. On the hasis of
the conclusion of Bernal and Fowler, therefore, the

N<02H8)4+ Win not b. permanently hydrate* In
solution.

3) Apparent Molar Volumes.

The meet thorough treatment of hydration is that
18

of Bernal and Fowler, with their postulation of a

pseudo-crystalline structure of water. It is

natural to assume, as these authors do, that with

this open or "loose" struoture of water, contraction

will occur on the introAiotion of ions which lead to

a permanent aggregation of several moleoules around

one ion. Based on the assumption that ions are

hydrated whose apparent volumes in solution are

oonsiderahly less than their volume in the solid

state, they find that all the alkali metals are

associated with attracted water moleoules, but a

sharp distinction is drawn between ions such as Li+
and Na+ which have water molecules permanently

attached/
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attaohed, and those suoh as Rb+" and Cs+which
change partners as they novo through the solution.

If the Ions of a salt dissolved in water are

hydrated, the volume of the solution will be less

than that of the water plus that of the salt.

Conversely, if an expansion ooours, it way be

taken that, at least, hydration of a permanent

type does not ooour. It was thought of interest,

therefore, to determine the volumes of solutions

of tetrame thyl- and tetraethyl- ammonium chloride

at various oonoentrations, and find whether an

expansion or contraction ooours. By the use of

data from the International Crltloal Tables vol. 3,

p.68, the results shown in Tables 31 and 38 were

obtained. These results show that the volumes of

the solutions of the two chlorides are greater than

the theoretloal volume. When the expansions of the

solutions are plotted against the weight of salt

contained in 1000 gr. water, a straight line is

obtained (Fig.6). It soeiss unlikely, therefore, that

the W(CH3)4+ and ions, while they may be
associated with a number of water molecules, are

bydreted in any permanent manner.

In view of the foregoing considerations, the

assumption that the ion is permanently

hydrated/
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hydrated In solution appears to bo unjustified. Zt

Is extremely unlikely therefore, that It oould exert

a "dehydrating" effect on the tartrate Ion which

is comparable to, let alone greater than, that of

ll+and Na**~ lone. It la very obvious from the

addition of organic substances to sodium tartrate

that such compounds, apart from any hydration which

may occur, exercise individual effects on the

optical rotatory power, and quite ^robnbly fcha

large depression oaused by the «V»»4 Ion la of
this nature.
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gffeot on the Molecular Rotation of Electrolytea

anfl Non-electrolytes of Change of Soltoat.

<9p.79-87i Figs. 9,10,1.1)•

The rotations of sodium caraphotfate, diethyl

tartrate and nlootine have been measured in aqueous

alcohol and aqueous pyridine solutions. Those

compounds were selected In order to observe whether

any prominent effect, cotrarcon to substances differing

in structure and tonic properties, would appear.

The task of establishing a connection between

the rotatory power of n dissolved substance and the

constitution of the solvent molecule has not proved

to be an cmsy one, and the difficulties nBsooiated

with the internrotation of the results are apparent.

The meet impressive advance In this field In that
7 5

of Hula and oo-workare, who showed that the dipole

moment of the solvent may be correlated with the

rotatory power; the more polar the solvent the

greater it: the degree of optical displacement from

the normal rotatory power whan considered in a non-

polar solvent. Tho . o ooaolueiona are "based on the
results obtained with pure solvents, and seem to

apply mainly to esters. Discussion of results

obtained with mixed solvents is complicated by the

fact that the precise values of certain physical

propsrtise/
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MOLECULAR ROTA

(1) aqueous py

(2) AQUEOUS SO
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properties are not known.

In viewing the results obtained above, two

factore have been considered, namely the dipols

moment and the dielectric constant of the mixed solvent

Both in aqueous alcohol and aqueous pyridine the rotati

of sodium oamphorate increases. In both those oases

the dieleotrlc constant of the solvent is decreasing.

Data was unavailable for the value of £ in the latter
case, but since the dielectric oonstant for water is

00 and for pyridine is 12.5, presumably the dielectric

oonstant for the mixture decreases with increase in

the amount of pyridine. If the polarity of the

solvent be assumed to vary in a similar manner, then

in an aqueous alcohol solution it in decreasing

(water :y"-*lo'* a 1.94 : alcohol : x = 1.70),
while in aqueous pyridine (yU-xio" = 2.1) it ie
increasing. The molecular rotation of sodium

oamphorate might thus be related to tho dielectric

constant of the solvent, rather than its dipole

moment. The degree of diasooietion of the electrolyte

will also be affected according to the general rule

that the greater the dielectrics constant, the greater

the degree of dissociation. Hence It may be preBunod

that the degree of dissociation has a marked affect on
the rotatory power. The fact that the increase 1b

great er/
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greater in the case of the aqueous pyridine might be

attributed to the fact that the degree of association

of the ions is greater in this case due to the

inability of the pyridine to solvate ione in the

manner euggeetod by Hartley and others.
Similar effects to those obtained in the case of

60
sodium caoaphorate have boon obtained by Campbell with

ammonium oC-bromocamphor-II -uulphonate, who found that

increasing mounts of icothyl, ethyl and propyl alooholB

caused a Tjarliod rise in rotation ox the salt. He

found the ordor of their effect to be

0gH701i > CjjHjOH >CHsOH
An extended investigation of this colnt «au not

oonducted with sodium o»raphorate, but the results of

Tables 6 and 7 show that the same ordor obtains for

thie salt at low oonoentratione of the alcohols at

least. The values of the dielectric constants for

these alcohols are

C3H73H - 21.80 (e.s.u.)
C^OH - 86.30
03.,0H - 33.10

The greatest reduotion of dioleotrie constant

therefore takes place in the case of propyl alcohol,

the least in that of methyl alcohol. It appears,

therefore, that decreasing dielectric constant of the

solvent/
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solvent ia associated with an inorense In rotation,

from the nature of the curvee, however, In the case

of ammonium oC-broraoearaphor-TT-sulphonate, Campbell

believes other factors to be Involved, and considers

that without more data regarding the optical activity

of salts In mixed solvents, speculation as to whet

these effects are, would be rash.

The rotations of camphor!o acid and oC-n-butyl-

propionio acid - weak electrolytes - show no such

regularity either with dielcotrlo constant or dipole

moment in various solvents, and other potent factors

appear to be involved. If the solvents are considered

from the view point of their ability to solvate the

lone, then in the case of camphoric acid a slight

regularity may be observed, as is shewn by the follow¬

ing arrangement.

Solvent

Formic acid (90$ In water) 98.0°

Intermed- Acetonitrlle
late Formaaide
Aliphatic Ae«tone
Non-hydros- Diethylaalonate
ylie

Hydroxylle Propyl alcohol
ISthyi alcohol
Methyl alcohol

Anlsole
Aromatic Benaaldehydr

Non- [Aniline
hydroxyilc

This/
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MOLBCULAR ROTATION OF DIETHYL TARTRATE IN

"(I) AQUEOUS PYRIDINE

(2) ACiUEODS ALCOHOL

4-0 <i>0

VvIt. °/o Mines) ConPOUN3>
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This is not to be fottnd in the case of am-butyl-

propionic acid#

In aqueous alcohol where the tendency is towards

a lose polar solvent there is a marked decrease in

molecular rotation of diethyl tartrate, while in

aqueous pyridine where the tendency is towards a laore

polar solvent, an increase is recorded# This io

in line with the view of Bule that the dipolo moment

of the solvent is related to the optical activity of

the active solute# Xn this case it appears that

increasing dipole strength reduces the rotation of the

tartrate and vice versa# The rotation Is not# as in

the case of sodium camphorate related to the dielectric

constant#

Nicotine shows a oteadilpt increasing negative
rotation in aqueous alcohol# thus bearing out the

assertion that change of dipale moment displaces the

optleal rotation from a normal value# In aqueous

pyridine# also, at low concentrations of pyridine#

the opposite effect is produced, but a minimum value io

attained about 2&? pyridine, after which the rotation

again increases# The appearance of this minimum value

is interesting# and most likely is related to the

ability of both nicotine and pyridine to beoore

hydrated in solution* Jopheott7 h&o examined the

densities/
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densltles of aqueous nicotine solutions and states

that the obtained by plotting the density

against the percentage by weight of niootine shows a

series of maxima which oorrespond with molecular

proportions of niootine and water. freezing point

data confirm this indioatlon of the formation of a

series of hydrates, I^yridine too, shows a similar
7 7

density curve. Hartley, Thomas and Applebey, have

measured the densities of aqueous pyridine solutions

at 0°C. and 38 °0. and found that the curve attains n

maximum value in both oases, at 67% (approx,) pyridine
rt * 0

at 0 C, and 5G> (approx.) at 85 C. They conclude

both from density and visooslty experiments that the

maximum hydration ooours about 66% pyridine.

While it is not possible to achieve any nrooloe

oorreletion between these facts and tho optical activity

of nicotine in aqueous pyridine, tho occurrence of

suoh phenomena suggest© that the extraordinary

variation of the optical activity in connected in

8owe way with complex formation. Beyond this it Is

impossible at present to go.

In reviewing the behaviour of these throe oompounds

it la apparent that the electrolyte sodium oamphorate

is to be distinguished front the non-elootrolytec by

the/
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the faot that lta optical rotatory power map he

related to the dielectric constant of the mixed

solvent, the indication being that the rotatory power

ie affected by the degree of ionieatlon of the aalt.

Power on the part of the §c$vent to solvate both lone

meet aleo be taken into aocount.
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MSLXL*

Canaentration*

flatti 9f ftnrauifar*pirw*,ttUg wit*

(pp« 88r9* ?ig* 12}#
The aole©ular rotation of these salts is small,

and the variation of rotation with concentration in

solutions he low 0.8 12 is slight* The corresponding

lactates which hats a molecular rotation of the

sans order* have already been noted as examples of

salts which obey the Cudemana law* Comparisons

of the two cases was used to determine whether the

lithium* eodium end potassium salts of A«n*butyl»

propionic acid also confirmed to this rule* In

solutions of molar concentration the maximum

differences between the rotations of the salts is

1*5°• In the case of the atf-n-butylpropionatea

at 0*78 M it la leas than 1*0°• At a concentration

of 0*2 is it is 1*0° in the ease of the lactates*

while it is less then 0*6° in that of the salts

examined* It is evident* therefore* that on the

basis of this comparison those salts may be

accepted as conforming with the law of Oudemano*

The rise in rotation causing an upward turn of

the curves at concentrations below 0*2 K may be due

to hydrolyoia of the salts* since «Ho•butyIpropionic

aeid/
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aoid 1b a weak: acid ItB salts will be hydrolysed In

aqueous solution. The aoid Is not sufficiently

soluble in water to permit determinations of its

rotation In aqueous solution. Its molecular

rotation in aqueous alcohol solution containing 88.1J^
(molar) water is 88.59° (o * 5) (Ritchie. Thesis.

Edinburgh, 1934) indicating that the effect of

hydrolysis would be an Increase in rotation.
The order of the curves is not what would be

expected if the deforming force of the oations

involved is regarded as mainly responsible for the

variation of the rotation. If complete ionisation

be assumed up to 0.8 M, It does not seem possible
to relate the relative effects of the oatlons on the

rotation, namely,

Si+>E^Na+

to their supposed deforming power, the order of

which, on the basis of crystal ionic radii, ie

7A+> Ha+> K.+

Variation of the degree of ionisation would therefore

seem to provide a more acceptable explanation of the

variation of rotation with changing concentration in

this oase. In view of the fact that the conclusions

from the concept of complete dissociation of

electrolytes cannot be applied to solutions of reasonable

concentration, but only to those of high dilution,

the suggestion of Httdrioh in this matter cannot bo

disregarded.

The/
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The rotations at 1.64 M aro open to orltlolam

on the ground that recovered sold was used in these

oases, and on this account they are possibly someshat
loser than the actual valuee, due to difficulty

in purifying completely the small amount of the

aold available.
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d-Tartranlllo Acid and Salts

(pp*$2-3 i Fig. 13i*

Tbla acid and Its salts have a comparatively

large molecular rotation; there Is a marked

difference between the rotations of the salts and

that of the acid. This may he readily explained

by the faot that tarfcranilic acid is a weak acid,
and therefore will not be dissociated to the same

extent as the salts* Its variation of rotation is

therefore to be attributed, on this basis, to an

Increase lc the number of undlssoolated molecules.

The variation of molecular rotation of the salts

may be accounted for by th© postulates of Hftdrich or

Darraols. In this case the magnitude of the rotations

of the salts is in th© order required by the idea of

a oationio deforming foroo,

&i+>Na"4>JC,+
although it might be supposed that the ourve for the

sodium salt would approximate more closely to that of
the lithium than that of tho potassium salt. As

the difference between she rotations, however, la not

great, perhaps this point is not of great importance*

Although at infinite dilution the salts do not

show quite the e&rae rotation, the convergence, in

view of th© magnitude of the rotation, is such ae to

justify/
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Justify the oonoluslon that the behaviour of these

salts Is described by the Oudemans law, and nay

be explained preferably by the oonoeptlon of

"deforaatlon", as the ooneentratIons were not great.
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moleCular rotations SALTS

OLUTIONPROPIONIC ACID IN AQUEOUS

COMC£NTRP\TION
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Salts of o(-Hyaroxy-^-pheaylproplonlc sold,

(pp. 90-11 Pig. 14).

Three salts, sodium, potassium and tetraethyl-

aramoniura, of the d-aoia, and the ammonium salt of the

1-aoid were invent!gated. For the sake of comparison

the rotations of the 1-ammoniunt salt are plotted as

d-rotstion». As the rotations of the d- and l-aolds

were practically the sums after resolution the error

involved in the comparison is not great.

The "behaviour of these salts hears a resemblance

to that of the oaraphorates investigated hy Hartmann,

in that while they show a oartain tendency to approach

the saine value at low concentrations, and therefore

do not constitute an impressive oonfirinatlon of the

Oudamana law. When [M) is plotted against the

molar concentration, the Bodiura and potassium salts

yield strait lln®3 which are practically parallel,

the change in rotation with increasing concentration

being small as in the case of the corresponding

d-iX-n-butylpropionates. The ammonium salt shows a

somewhat greater variation At hla^er conoentrations.

This moderate variation in rotation stands in striding

contrast to that undergone by the tetraethylaramonliiia

salt. The behaviour of this salt is Interacting with

regard/
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regard to the results obtained by Darmois when

Investigating tetraethylanwaonlura tartrate. As

already noted he obtained a variation of rotation

similar to that appearing In the case of lithium end

sodium tartrates, namely a marked decrease of rotation

Hie explanation of these results has already been

examined with the oonolusion that the case of the

tetraethylammonluni salt was, to a certain extent,

exceptional. The behaviour of the salt under

consideration justifies this view. For on the

analogy of the tartrates and the effects of the Ions

as conceived by Darmois, « similar effeot to that

of the sodium salt would be expected of the tetra-

ethylammonlum salt. Attention has already been drawn

to the fact that Walden, on the basis of an Investigation

of the rotation of tetraethylammonium <X-bromocamphor- I

-sulphonate, has arrived at conclusions which are at

variance with those of Barmole with regard to the effect

of the Ions. It appears possible therefore, that

effects other than ionic ones, are involved in the

case of complex ions such «e the substituted ammonium

and benssylamlne ions.

It was surprising to find that the lithium salt

of this acid was very much less? soluble than the

other salts examined. On this account it was

found impossible to obtuin a reliable series of

rotations./
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rotatlone. One rotation nt a concentration of 0,1 M

wee obtained with accuracy, the value being [m|£,« 91 • 8$°•
The rotation of the lithium aalt la therefore slightly
lower than that of the eodium ealt at the correspond¬

ing oonoentration.

The behaviour of the ealte of this aoid indlontee

that they do not adhere closely to the Oudexaane law,

and that abnorma 11ties are to be expected in the

ease of the ealte involving lone of the type of
totrae thylaracaoniura.
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fl-Cafflphor-10-Bulphonto Aold and Salts.

(pp.94r6j Pig. 15).

The rotations of the aoid and its lithium, sodium

and potassium salts were measured.

The rotation of the acid, which ie a strong one,

increases gradually with rise in concentration, with
a tendency to decrease somewhat more rapidly below a

concentration of 0.05 M. That oertain salts of thie

aoid, namely the ammonium, potassium, calcium, barium,

sine and silver salta, have very nearly the same

rotation in dilute solutions has boon shown by Pope

and Gibson, but no examination of tho rotatoiy power

over a range of concentration was attempted. That

tho lithium, sodium and potassium suite all hare

practically the same rotation at concentrations below

0.10 M is evident. At 0.05 M the three salts may be

aaid to reoord the same rotation. The rotation of

the aoid is lower by approxiraately 0.6° at this

concentration, which in view of the experimental

error (appro*. 0.99°), is not a marked difference.

An this 1b a strong aoid, it ia to be expected, aocord¬

ing to H8drich*s Interpretation of the Oudoraaao law,

that at low concentrations the rotations of the aold

and ite salts will have very nearly the same value.

The/
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The order of the curves showing the relative effect!

of the oatlons on the rotation is

U^<Sct:Na+
This order ia confirmed by the results obtained by

6 s
Druoker when investigating the effect of the addition of

neutral salts to this acid. In concentrations varying

from 0.5 M to 4.0 M for added chlorides he found a

lowering of the rotation in the same order,

Li^KicNat
As in the oeee of the salts <X-n-butylpropionic

acid It Is? difficult to reconcile this? order with the

postulate of Barmois thct variation of rotation ie due

to the deforming Influence of the oation. A possible

though not convincing, explanation on the dehydration

theoiy, may be found in supposing that Li4"is the only

ion whioh can dehydrate the oansphoreulphonic ion, and

that this effect causae a rloe of rotation, while

deformation oausea a lowering. As the acid is

associated with one molecule of water in the solid

state (Eruoker), it is possible that it may be

hydrated in solution, although the tendency up to

the present has beer to regard such complex molecules

ae unhydrated. In any oate, this explanation would

only he valid if the values for effective radii in

solution are accepted ee being, in order of magnitude,

Li+< K trRbCat
and not in the reverse order as suggested by Barmois,

It is also difficult to find an explanation for

the/
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for the decrease of the rotations of the salts at low

concentrations. The axp erlmental error at the Be

concentratione lb Buch as to make the readings

irregular. The mean value of the two readings has

been plotted, and indicates dearly In each case a

slight decrease In rotation. In seeking a reason for

this, the conductivity of the acid and its sodium

salt was Investigated ito determine whether there wne

any possibility of the acid or its salts possessing

colloidal properties. The conductivity of a colloidal

compound falls distinctly at a concentration of

approximately 0.03 M giving a conductivity curve of

the form shown

Determination of the conductivity of the acid

and its sodium sals, however, indicated that these

are normal strong electrolytes yielding straight

line graphs as shown (Fig. 16).

A review of the results recorded above, in

conjunction with previous wor«c on the variation of the

rotatory power with concentration leads to the

following/
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following conclusions with regard to optically active

electrolytesj-
1) The Oudatumb law ie an adequate deeorlptlon of

the behaviour of nuraeroue optically active electrolytes

in eolution; it is not, however, rigorously adhered

to by all electrolytes.

£) The Interpretation of the law depending on the

alleged deforming power of the oations of the optically

active salts Is not of general application in the

caees which obey the law,

3) Forces, other than ionlo, are involved in the

alteration of optical rotatory power.
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auraaary,

A review of the v?or)c done on the rotatory power

of optically active eiootrolytefl Indicator the

uncertainty and diversity of opinion atill existing

as to the factors (governing their rotatory power.

Consideration of the oosee already exsjsined and the

author's own results* ahowe that certain optically

active electrolytes do not "behave In the manner

predicted "by the Oudciaano law.

The affect of adding optically Inactive organic

oosapour.dB to aqueous eolwtione of ooditva omaphomte

amvioniuro <X~hrorfiOaampho:?-TT-uulphonatet aoditn*

tartrate, uud diethyl tartrate h»? "been examined.

The changes in rotation are analogous to those

produced by the addition of optically inactive aa&t

in tne case of the optically active electrolytes,

Hon-eleotrolyte® tiro thus shorn to have n decided

effect.

The influence on the rotatory power of change

of solvent "has been obaorvod ?5th oodium omophorat

diethyl tartrate, nicotine, camphoric acid and

d-a -n-butylpropionic aoid. The behaviour of

optically active electrolytes indicates that the

rotatory power la affooted to a certain extant by

the degree of ionisation.
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3. The variation of rotatory power with change of

concentration has been studied In the case of

certain salts of the following acids;-

a) d-oC-n-Butylproplonio acid.

b) ct-Hydroxy-/6-phenylpropionlo aold.
o) d-Tartranillo aold.

d) d-Camphor-10-aulphonic aold.

The results show that the "Deformation

Theory" of Dannois, based on the assumption of

oomplete dissociation of the eleotrolytes

concerned, 1* not of general application.

The author wishes to express his Indebtedness

to Dr. Nell Campbell for his valuable guidance and

constant enoouragement throughout the research.
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